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This thesis germinated as a 3000-word essay which I wrote for the course The Shakespeare Industry, taught by Dr Ton Hoenselaars and Dr Paul Franssen in 1999. For this course I attended the conference on The Author as Character at the University of Utrecht, where Prof Dr Werner Habicht delivered a lecture on Shakespeare’s afterlife in Germany. It was this lecture which inspired me to research a fascinating area of Shakespeare-reception: (anti-)Nazi Shakespeare appropriation. The essay, entitled “The Taming of the Bard: the Appropriation of Shakespeare During the Third Reich (1933 - 1945)” appeared in Dutch translation in Vooys, Tijdschrift voor Letteren 2 (2000). I would like to thank the editors for their help with my translation and their suggestions for improvements in the text. 

















In his review of Julie Taymor’s Shakespeare film-adaptation Titus (1999), Richard Burt quotes Theodor W. Adorno’s adage that “writing poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric.”​[1]​ With regard to the film Burt agrees with Adorno’s idea, as he criticises director Julie Taymor for her gratuitous use of allusions to fascist Italy and apparent lack of understanding of the Holocaust. Whatever the validity of his argument, Burt rekindles the academic discussion on the use of Nazi symbolism and allusion in productions and adaptations of Shakespeare, now from the perspective that adaptations should do justice to the Holocaust. The debate, however, has focussed on different contexts of the combination of Shakespeare and references to Nazism from the beginning of the Third Reich onwards. Critics such as Wilhelm Hortmann and Werner Habicht have written in detail on the treatment of Shakespeare during the Third Reich in Germany while others, such as James N. Loehlin in “Henry V” in the Shakespeare in Performance series and Gary Williams in Our Moonlight Revels: “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” in the Theatre, have concentrated on indivi-dual postwar productions or productions made outside Nazi-territory during the Third Reich.​[2]​ A more recent contribution comes from John London in Theatre under the Nazis.​[3]​ 
	It seems, however, that because of their practice of discussing the stage history of individual plays or productions in a particular country or period of time the critics do not provide a synthesis of the particular qualities of adaptations that refer to Nazism. Nuances in meaning and effect of the numerous productions may not have become as clear as they would have been, had the productions been presented and analysed in conjunction. Furthermore, an analysis of the productions in sequence may establish whether the claim is correct that a film such as Titus is merely “derivative” (Burt) of the wartime Shakespeare adaptations, or that the individual productions evoke ideas that enrich and expand later productions. Lastly, it will illuminate a fascinating area of Shakespeare appropriation. Throughout the centuries, directors, critics and producers have found ways to make Shakespeare fit their tastes, times or purposes, and when Shakespeare plays are made to comment on Nazi ideology and the Holocaust, choices of appropriation are nearly always controversial and emotional.
	In a more general sense, this thesis aims to contribute to a widening appreciation of Shakespeare productions that were made outside Great Britain. Of the nine major Shakespeare adaptations discussed, only Laurence Olivier’s Henry V (1944) is British, whereas the others are German and American. It is hoped that this thesis will add to the insights made by critics such as Dennis Kennedy in his Foreign Shakespeare and the contributors to Dirk Delabastita’s and Lieven D’hulst’s European Shakespeares.​[4]​ In the discussion of the German productions in particular, some light will be shed on non-English speaking Shakespeare appro-priation, which may assist, in Ton Hoenselaars’s words, 
		
the unprecedented expansion of the field of Shakespeare studies, as the traditionally Anglo-centred Shakespeare industry has come to recognize the cultural validity of manifestations and appropriation of the playwright beyond the British Isles, in different national contexts, and, nearly as a matter of course, in languages other than Shakespeare’s own.​[5]​ 

In this thesis, then, I will discuss a number of productions of Shakespeare’s plays that are prominent for their use of Nazi symbolism and allusion, and highlight their differences as well as their similarities. I start with an examination of the status of Shakespeare as a German classic in Chapter 1. It will be seen that the history of Shakespeare’s critical appropriation in Germany, which from the eighteenth century onwards was characterised by an increasing degree of national identification with the playwright, culminated in the use of Shakespeare as a symbol of German superiority in the Third Reich. 
In Chapter 2, I discuss three Shakespeare productions made in Third Reich Germany, and describe the way in which they served as (anti-)Nazi propaganda. Jürgen Fehling’s Richard III  (1937) was a severe indictment of Nazism, produced, ironically,  under the supervision of Josef Goebbels. Secondly, actor Gustav Gründgens’s interpretation of Hamlet (1936-41) may be considered a masterpiece of artistic criticism, as I will show that he infused the character with a lucid sense of political awareness. Shake-speare, however, was also used as an instrument for undiluted anti-Semi-tism, as in the case of Lothar Müthel’s Merchant of Venice (1943), with Werner Krauss as Shylock. Even though this production has rightly been described as a prime example of bad taste, I want to argue that it does not follow automatically that Krauss himself was anti-Semitic; his role as anti-Nazi Richard III should also be taken into consideration  in an analysis of Krauss’s acting philosophy. The final part of the second chapter is devoted not to an individual production, but to the so-called “Mendelssohn contro-versy.” This controversy illustrates the Nazis’ incessant attempt at german-ising Shakespeare, as they banned Mendelssohn’s score to A Midsummer Night’s Dream.     
Chapter 3 deals with three Shakespeare productions made outside Germany during the Third Reich, beginning with Max Reinhardt’s film version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1935). This film was an evoca-tive warning against Nazism, filled with dark imagery and nightmarish scenes. It was not as clear-cut an indictment of Nazism as Orson Welles’s Julius Caesar (1937), which I discuss next. Welles employed numerous references to fascism, making his production politically significant, but, as I will argue, its effect was diminished by Welles’s lack of emphasis on characterisation. The third non-German production I discuss is Laurence Olivier’s Henry V (1944), and I propose to view it not as an anti-Nazi film, but more distinctly as British propaganda, since a reading of the French as the Germans is problematic.  
In the fourth and final chapter I turn to postwar Shakespeare adaptations. Peter Zadek’s Held Henry (1964) – an adaptation of Henry V –  has been noted as a cathartic confrontation with Germany’s past, and as a debunking of Henry V as a celebration of national unity. I describe the manner in which Zadek fulfilled both these characterisations, and analyse the effect of Nazi-references in a postwar situation, as the real threat of Nazism had ceased to exist. The Holocaust figured prominently in Hanan Snir’s Merchant of Venice (1995), which was set in a concentration camp. I analyse this production in the context of postwar stagings of the Merchant, and describe how Snir’s production was unsuccessful in its intended portrayal of Shylock as victim of the Holocaust. Finally, I focus on Julie Taymor’s Titus, with an analysis of the function of its most pro-minent reference to fascism, Mussolini’s Palazzo della Civilità del Lavoro (see front cover). This palace can be regarded as a reference point for the portrayal of politics in the film, as I propose an interpretation of the Palazzo as a signifier of the government-ordained decadence and immo-rality of Rome, which in the film is contrasted with unbridled violence in the forest. Also, I argue that the Holocaust should not be viewed as Taymor’s main theme, as is advocated by Burt. Rather, it should be viewed as one of the features with which Taymor has created this most poignant of Shakespeare adaptations. 
Whereas my focus is on Shakespeare productions that use references to Nazism, that is the German national socialist interpretation of fascism, its symbolism, and its most atrocious consequence, the Holocaust, the discussion will at some points be broadened to include other forms of fascism, most importantly Mussolini’s interpretation of fascism. In his production of Julius Caesar, for instance, Orson Welles made it clear that both German Nazism and Mussolini’s form of fascism derived from ancient Rome. 











































the Development of Shakespeare 
as a German Classic from the Eighteenth Century 
to the Third Reich

By the time of the Nazi seizure of power in 1933, Shakespeare was established as a German classic.​[6]​ Many Nazi critics regarded Shakespeare as a German cultural icon and used his plays as a means to reinforce their views on politics and what it meant to be truly “Germanic.”​[7]​ The view of Shakespeare as a German classic, however, was not new. From the time Shakespeare acquired a prominent place in German cultural life in the eighteenth century, critics and theatre makers had debated Shakespeare’s nationality and his specifically “Germanic” virtues. 
In this chapter I will outline the history of German Shakespeare appropriation from the latter half of the eighteenth century, when Shake-speare became a prime interest for the Sturm und Drang-movement, to the Third Reich, when critics started to use Shakespeare, among other things, to prove the moral superiority of the Germans. It will become clear that one of the main objects of Shakespeare criticism was to deprive Shakespeare of his Englishness, and to assert that he had a special Saxon bond with the German people. Nazi critics drew on a long tradition of a German Shakespeare, but they went further than their predecessors in asserting their own superiority. To illustrate this, I will discuss in detail the presidential addresses of Hans Hecht and Wolfgang Keller, given in 1933 and 1940 respectively. These addresses indicate that Shakespeare was of the utmost importance to the Nazis. Hecht and Keller stress Shake-speare’s outstanding virtues and his “Germanness,” and thus they mobilize Shakespeare for the Nazi cause. I will illustrate how the unique status of Shakespeare, established during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, ensured him a place of prominence in the Third Reich.​[8]​

The first major surge of Shakespeare interest occurred in the latter part of the eighteenth century, when the German Sturm und Drang movement was becoming manifest. Writers of this movement, like Goethe, Herder and Schiller, were seeking new modes of expressing individual emotions. Among other things, they strongly opposed the Aristotelian unities, advocated by the influential French classicists. In the works of Shakespeare, they found a model for writing plays that were not constrained by such conventions, and that, since Shakespeare was English, also assisted their anti-French sympathies.​[9]​ Around 1760, G. E. Herder stressed Shakespeare’s “roots in Nordic poetry” and his “consanguinity with the Germans.”​[10]​ With these claims, Herder was the first to advance the idea that Shakespeare, though born in England, was ‘German,’ or, that the Germans could appreciate Shakespeare better than the English. Shake-speare had been born in England by “mistake.”​[11]​ 
A milestone in the German Shakespeare appropriation was what came to be known as the Schlegel-Tieck translation. It was the first complete translation into German of the plays in the First Folio. August Wilhelm Schlegel started the project in 1797, and later gave it over to Ludwig Tieck, who finished it with asistance from his daughter Dorothea and her husband Graf Baudassin in 1833. Although the translations were made by several people, the plays, as Simon Williams claims, show a fairly consistent unity of style.​[12]​ The particular features that made the Schlegel-Tieck translation stand out from previous translations were its adherence to Shakespeare’s alternations between verse and prose, as well as a display of rich vocabulary and rhythmic versification.​[13]​ The trans-lation captured the complexities of Shakespeare’s language so well that, despite a number of errors, it was in very few respects inferior to the original. This made the Schlegel-Tieck not only pre-eminent for the history of German Shakespeare reception, but also for German literature in general. As Williams writes,

[t]he works of Goethe, Schiller and the Romantics had expanded the scope and flexibility of German as a literary medium. The Schlegel-Tieck translations, by demonstrating that German could achieve a range and expressiveness equal to Shakespeare’s English, validated the advancement of German literature to European status. (151)

The Schlegel-Tieck translation was felt to embody the maturation of German literature. It remained the standard for centuries to come, even though numerous other translators have since also tried their hand at Shakespeare’s plays.​[14]​ As Werner Habicht puts it, the “numerous trans-lations competing with Schlegel and with each other [have] established the permanence of Schlegel-Tieck” (Romanticism, 46). 
	Apart from raising the level of German literature to a higher status, Schlegel and Tieck played a pivotal role in creating the conception of Shakespeare as a German classic. Like Herder had done before him,  Schlegel supposed that Shakespeare had a special relationship with the Germans. In 1796 he wrote:

One may boldly assert that there is no nation beside the English to whom [Shakespeare] belongs so particularly as to the Germans, because nowhere else [. . .] is he studied so deeply, loved so warmly, admired so judiciously.

[M]an darf kühnlich behaupten, daß [Shakespeare] nächst den Engländern keinem Volke so eigenthümlich angehört, wie den Deutschen, weil er von keinem [. . .] so viel gelesen, so tief studirt (sic), so warm geliebt, und so einsichtsvoll bewundert wird.​[15]​  

Schlegel went on to say that the German love of Shakespeare was not a passing whim, but that Shakespeare’s character was in a profound sense similar to that of the Germans: “[W]e need not deny our character one bit to be able to call [Shakespeare] wholly ours” (“wir brauchen keinen Schritt aus unserm Character herauszugehn, um ihn ganz unser nennen zu dürfen,” Blinn, 92). Shakespeare exhibited certain virtues, Schlegel argued, which pertained especially to the “noble German” (“edlen Deutschen,” Blinn, 92). He saw the work of Shakespeare as an ethical model that the Germans could interpret and utilise, because they – more than any other people – were thought to be highly receptive to Shake-speare’s virtues. Schlegel specified these virtues as “old-fashioned loyalty, manly vigour, modest greatness [. . .] holy innocence, godly mildness” (“altväterliche Treuherzigkeit, männliche Gediegenheit, bescheidne Grösse [. . .]  heilige Unschuld, göttliche Milde,” Blinn, 92). 
There are three elements in Schlegel’s article that would return time and again in future Shakespeare criticism. Firstly, Shakespeare’s artistic and moral superiority; secondly, the assumption that these qualities were particularly Germanic; and, thirdly, that Shakespeare is hence best at home among the Germans. Schlegel even expressed the desire that Shakespeare should not be regarded as an Englishman, when he wrote to Ludwig Tieck in 1797: “I hope you will prove [. . .] that Shakespeare was not an Englishman. How did he possibly come among the frosty, stupid souls on that brutal island?” (“Ich hoffe, sie werden in Ihrer Schrift unter anderem beweisen, Shakespeare sei kein Engländer gewesen. Wie kam er nur unter die frostigen, stupiden Seelen auf dieser brutalen Insel?”).​[16]​ With a sweeping generalisation, Shakespeare is favourably set apart from his entire nation. However, as Habicht makes clear, there were also Germans who advocated a “realistic, de-mythicized and rehistoricized approach to Shakespeare” (10). The scientist Gustav Rümelin, for example, stressed Shakespeare’s roots in Elizabethan culture. He analysed the plays and pointed out weaknesses that were determined by Shakespeare’s historical and national origins. From such an author, his argument ran, the Germans could not derive any sort of national leadership (Habicht, German Imagination, 10-11). A positive and receptive approach to Shakespeare as an Englishman seems to have been impossible; the German view was either unfavourable, as in the case of Rümelin, or laudatory, but then under the condition that Shakespeare was German. 
The concept of a German Shakespeare was consolidated and reinforced with the foundation of the Deutsche Shakespeare Gesellschaft in 1864. Hermann Ulrici stated the objective of the society in his opening address:

We want to de-Anglicize the Englishman Shakespeare, to German-ize him in the widest and deepest sense of the word: we want to do everything in our power to make him even more in the truest and fullest sense what he already is – a German poet.

Wir wollen den Engländer Shakespeare gleichsam entenglisieren, wir wollen ihn verdeutschen, verdeutschen im weitesten und tiefsten Sinne des Wortes, d.h., wir wollen nach Kräften dazu beitragen, daß er das, was er bereits ist, ein deutscher Dichter, immer mehr im wahrsten und vollsten Sinne des Wortes werde.​[17]​ 

The Shakespeare Gesellschaft played a crucial role in the germanisation  of Shakespeare and the canonisation of the Schlegel-Tieck translation. Through the efforts of the Gesellschaft, Shakespeare came to be regarded as a true national classic, on an equal footing with Goethe and Schiller.​[18]​  By the end of the nineteenth century the Gesellschaft commissioned the republication of the complete and unchanged Schlegel-Tieck texts, both as a cheap one-volume edition, and as a multi-volume set (Habicht 16). The president of the Gesellschaft, Alois Brandl, officially stated that the translation was unsurpassable in quality, and the dramatist Ludwig Fulda remarked on its contribution to the germanisation of Shakespeare: “[T]he Schlegel-Tieck Shakespeare has become our Shakespeare [unser Shakespeare], a German poet who is as close to us as our own classics.” (“Der Schlegel-Tiecksche Shakespeare ist unser Shakespeare geworden, ein deutscher Dichter, der uns genau so nahe steht wie unsere eigenen Großen.”)​[19]​ 
During the First World War the question arose whether Shakespeare was still acceptable on the stage, since he represented the cultural heritage of one of Germany’s greatest enemies. To answer this question, the idea of “our Shakespeare” was put to use. In 1915, the playwright Gerhart Hauptmann claimed that Shakespeare needed not be seen as an English-man at all, because

[t]here is no nation, not even the British, which is more entitled to call Shakespeare its own than Germany. Shakespeare’s characters have become part of our world, his soul has become one with ours: and though he was born and buried in England it is in Germany that he is truly alive.​[20]​

Although Schlegel had already criticised the English for being incapable of taking care of Shakespeare, German intellectuals did not express the wish that Shakespeare should belong exclusively to the Germans until the First World War. Wilhelm Hortmann suggests that “the German literati felt quite entitled to annex Shakespeare,” since the philosopher Adolph Lasson had written in 1914: “We Germans, let it be noted, represent the best and highest European culture has ever produced. That is what the strength and fullness of our identity is based on.”​[21]​ Hans Hecht, who would later become president of the Shakespeare Gesellschaft, deemed the English unfit to carry the Shakespeare heritage further: “We believe that we Germans are truer heirs to his genius than his own compatriots who have betrayed their cousins-in-blood for the sake of material gain.”​[22]​ As Hortmann writes: “whatever the variations, the arguments point in one direction: possession and ownership [of Shakespeare]” (4). The debate about Shakespeare had acquired a sharp political edge, since Shakespeare was made to represent the moral difference between two states. 
	The political overtones of German Shakespeare criticism became stronger under the Nazi government. Nationality and superiority were at the core of the national socialist doctrine, and Shakespeare was put to use for the Nazi cause as a national cultural icon. Shakespeare came to be used as a means of propaganda for the Nazi idea of the Volk, of the superior, unified nation.​[23]​ As such, Shakespeare was regarded as a means by which the declining German drama could be saved. On 23 April 1934, Hans Hecht gave his lecture “Shakespeare in Our Time” to the Shakespeare Gesellschaft. He expressed his deep concern about the state of the German theatre, which, he claimed, had lost its contact with the people (Volk), for whom it was originally intended. Hecht cites Walter Bloem, who had raised the issue more than a year before:

Drama and theatre are either popular and for the people or they do not exist [. . .]. The dramatic production that had access to the stage became ever more scant, pretentious and false. It was aimed at the “audience,” but the theatre wants as its spectators the masses [die Volkheit] – of which the theatre suppliers did not understand a thing. German drama died.

Drama und Theater sind entweder volkstümlich und volksgemäß, oder sie sind überhaubt nicht [. . .] Die dramatische Erzeugung, die zur Szene Zugang bekam, wurde immer dünnblütiger (sic), ge-schraubter, verlogener. Sie wendete sich an das ‘Publikum,’ aber das Theater verlangt als Hörer die Volkheit – von der die zugelas-senen Lieferanten der Bühne nichts verstanden. Das deutsche Drama starb.​[24]​

Bloem echoes the words of Adolf Hitler himself, who had argued in Mein Kampf (1927) that it had been the theatres in particular that had offended German culture: “[N]ot only did the theatres continue to show filth, but worse, they dirtied everything truly great in the past.”​[25]​ Drama, it appears, should be accessible and recognisable to all the people, and not only the privileged bourgeoisie.​[26]​ That this was not the case at the present moment, means to Hecht that “real theatre” (“echtes Theater,” 123) was being neglected by actors and directors. Hecht defines “real theatre,” in Richard Riedel’s words, as follows: 

The ‘Play’ belongs to the core of the real theatre; its deeper meaning is to find and recognise truths on the other side of ‘reality’. The play is inconceivable without the entering into metaphysics     [. . .] it is inconceivable without myth – and this in turn is incon-ceivable without the Nation. And the determining element of the nation is [. . .] the people.

Das ‘Spiel’ gehört zum Wesen des echten Theaters; sein tieferen Sinn ist, daß es Wahrheiten erkennt und findet jenseits der ‘Wirk-lichkeit.’ Das Spiel ist nicht denkbar ohne den Vorstoß in die Metaphysik  [. . .] es ist nicht denkbar ohne den Mythos – und dieser wiederum nicht denkbar ohne die Nation. Das bestimmende Ele-ment der Nation ist  [. . .] das Volk.​[27]​

In this somewhat vague definition of what proper theatre is supposed to be, Riedel manages to connect the decline of the theatre with the decline of the nation. In his definition, theatre is impossible without a strong national feeling. Riedel is alluding, of course, to the national socialist seizure of power of 1933. The Nazi party will reunite the people, and together with the nation the theatre shall flourish. 
Hecht’s address is a litany against the old forms of theatre, in which “sensationalism and lack of intellectual discipline” (“Sensationslust und geistige Zuchtlosigkeit,” 119) were rife. It is also a bid to place at the heart of the new German theatre the dramatist who epitomises the German ideal: William Shakespeare. To Hecht, the plays of Shakespeare showed the “undiminished dynamics of life” (“der uneingeschränkte Dynamik des Lebens,” 119) more than any other dramatic works, and this was exactly what was needed in the new Reich: 

The miracle is happening: the German revolution [. . .] calls onto Shakespeare as onto one of its own heroes, thinks, yes, knows that the inexhaustible riches of his message will come into bloom once more in our present day [. . .]. His time has come again, so gloriously, more gloriously than ever before.

Das Wunder geschiet: die deutsche Revolution [. . .] beruft sich auf Shakespeare als auf einen ihrer Heroen, ahnt, ja weiß, daß die Unerschöpflichkeit seiner Botschaft in dieser unserer Gegenwart frischer Blüte entgegentreibt [. . .]. Seine Zeit ist wieder ange-brochen, so herrlich, ja noch herrlicher als je zuvor. (118)
 
For the assembled Shakespeare scholars of the day, Hecht portrays the advent of the Third Reich as a purification of the allegedly rotten German soul, and Shakespeare as the appropriate means to give expression to newly-found intellectual freedom. With an ominous choice of words, Hecht explicitly states that the new regime will liberate the theatre: “the iron will of the  new leadership has conquered [the theatre] the living space it needs” (“der geballte Wille der neuen Führerschaft hat ihnen den notwendigen Lebensraum erobert,” 121). “Living space” was the word Hitler had used to claim new territory for the Germans, but Hecht now uses it to make a case for new dramatic expression. Hecht seems to be trying to pave the way for the cultural icons that the Nazis deemed fit and wanted to maintain for the new Reich, and for Shakespeare in particular. 
	 Hecht also comments on Shakespeare criticism of his day. His main message here is that justice should be done to Shakespeare’s words, without diverting attention by means of interpreting them as political allegory. Hecht calls the “failed attempts of Lilian Winstanley to strip tragedies such as Hamlet, Macbeth, Lear and Othello of their universality and interpret them as allegories [. . .] of contemporary political events     [. . .] rightly forgotten” (“Die mißglückten Versuche der Lilian Winstanley, Tragödien wie Hamlet, Macbeth, Lear und Othello ihrer All-gemeingültigkeiten zu entkleiden und als Allegorien [. . .] zeitpolitischer Ereignisse [. . .] umzudeuten,”129). He voices the idea that Shakespeare had a pure and unmitigated message: “Shakespeare said what he wanted to say, and we believe we are capable of doing justice to his word” (“Was Shakespeare sagen wollte, hat er ausgesprochen, und wir trauen uns die Fähigkeit zu, seinem Wort zurecht zu werden,” 130). How Shakespeare should be interpreted, and what his exact message is, remains unclear. This theoretical bent, however, provided the Nazis with an argument to dismiss any political interpretations – long before controversial produc-tions were officially banned by the government.
	The Nazis’ attempt to create and give expression to their conception of national unity resulted at first in a complete reconceptualisation of theatre itself. The envisaged form of the theatre for the future was that of the Thing play (Thingspiel). These were open-air enactments that had a simple structure and represented heroic values – the word Thing was derived from Scandinavian mythology, meaning ‘a gathering of people’. The Thing plays were intended as a “rebirth of the council meetings of the ancient Germanic tribes,” which should trigger the active involvement of the masses (Hortmann 114). Initially, they were quite popular, gathering as many as 820,000 people in sixty-three performances in 1933 (London 18).  However, the popularity of the Thing plays soon plummeted, because the people saw through their propagandistic simplicity, and they were completely abandoned in 1937.​[28]​  
	Because Nazi experiments with the form of drama had failed, critical attention could again be directed at the traditional playwrights. With Shakespeare, however, there was again the problem of his natio-nality. In his address to the Shakespeare Gesellschaft of 23 April 1940, Wolfgang Keller puts the problem as follows: 

Outside, in and over the wild North Sea, our brave forces, in fearless vessels or in roaring planes, are attacking the British warships and their hiding places.  The British, who, allied with our indefatigable enemies in the west, are waging a war of annihilation [Vernichtungskrieg] against us. 
We, however, celebrate Shakespeare, a son of English soil. But can we?

Draußen und über der wilden Nordsee greifen unsere tapferen Trup-pen in todesmutiger Seefahrt oder im sausenden Flugzeug die britischen  Kriegsschiffe und ihre Schlupfwinkel an, die Briten, die mit unseren nimmerruhenden Feinden im Westen verbündet, gegen uns einen Vernichtungskrieg auf Leben und Tod führen. 
Wir aber feiern Shakespeare, einen Sohn der englischen Erde. Dürfen wir das tun?​[29]​

To answer this question, Keller ingeniously argues that it had been a German who had provided the first Shakespeare translation in Europe, namely Caspar W. von Borck, whose rendering of Julius Caesar was published in 1741.  As Simon Williams points out, this was indeed the first complete translation in Europe, but it “gave no idea of the variety of Shakespeare’s language, for it was in alexandrines [. . .] both were Shake-speare used blank verse and where he used prose” (51). The translation was a finger exercise by man who had no background in poetry or drama (he was ambassador to Prussia). It was a significant accomplishment in the history of German Shakespeare translation nevertheless, but mainly because it set Schlegel on course in his critical activities. For Keller, how-ever, Borck’s translation was “an act with which the Germans rose as the first of all the nations to claim their right to Shakespeare.” (“Mit dieser Tat sind die Deutschen als erste unter allen Nationen aufgestanden, um ihr Besitzrecht auf Shakespeare anzumelden,” 2). This argument does of course not support the claim that the Germans have a greater right to Shakespeare than the British, since the British did not need to translate Shakespeare in the first place. 
Like Shakespeare scholars in the First World War had done, Keller claims  Shakespeare solely for Germany. “Two centuries of German work on Shakespeare,” says Keller, “have given us the right to rate the greatest dramatist of the Germanic tribes also as a German classic, which no British policy can ever steal from us” (“[Z]wei Jahrhunderte deutscher Arbeit um Shakespeare haben uns das Recht gegeben, den größten Dramatiker der germanischen Stämme auch als deutschen Klassiker zu werten, den uns keine britische Politik je rauben kann,” 3). Another argument that Keller uses to prove the validity of the German claim to Shakespeare was the assumed resemblance between Elizabethan England and the Third Reich. Germany was more like Elizabethan England than the modern British nation, Keller argues, since “the sense of life of the Elizabethans was heroic, military, young and striving for progress, hungry for actions and adventures. And he who has given the most beautiful expression to this real Germanic sense of life and has safeguarded it for all time was William Shakespeare” (“Das Lebensgefühl der Elizabethnaner war heroisch, soldatisch, jung und aufstrebend, hungrig nach Taten und Abenteuern. Und der diesem echt germanischen Lebensgefühl den schön-sten Ausdrück gegeben hat und es für alle Zeiten lebendig erhalten hat, war William Shakespeare,” 2). Thus,  Elizabethan England itself was annexed, and this, as Gerwin Strobl makes clear, “also helped explain why Germany had so far failed to produce a Shakespeare of her own: the bard’s England [. . .] had been free of Jews for 300 years.”​[30]​  
Keller is so hostile towards the British that he regards the German  treatment of Shakespeare as superior. Not only is Shakespeare scholarship carried out better than in Britain, but also German theatre practice is exemplary. Keller is especially dismayed by a production of Troilus and Cressida, performed in the London West End Theatre in October 1938. This was staged in modern dress, and it had made obvious political statements. The production displayed

Priamus in smoking and Pandarus in pyjamas and dressing-gown, with bunkers in which loudspeakers did not remain absent, airplanes and anti-aircraft guns, and of course the modern fielduniforms –  the disagreeable Greeks were represented as Germans, and the noble Trojans as Englishmen. Shakespeare has to put up with these mani-festations of tastelessness from his present compatriots, if he is staged at all. 

Priamus im Smoking und Pandarus im Schlafanzug und Morgen-rock, mit Unterständen, in denen der Fernsprecher nicht fehlen durfte, Flugzeugen und Flakbatterien und natürlich modernen Feld-uniformen, wobei die unsympatische Griechen deutsche, die edlen Trojaner englische Characterisierung zeigten. Solche Geschmack-losigkeiten muß sich Shakespeare bei seinen heutigen Landsleuten gefallen lassen, wenn er überhaubt aufgeführt wird. (3) 

The fact that Keller regards the political allusions of the production as an almost personal offence may be understandable in the light of the war, but he also poses the assumption that Shakespeare’s message had been somehow distorted and put to improper political use. This idea can be seen in conjunction with Hecht’s critique of Lilian Winstanley’s critical interpretations; Hecht and Keller’s grievances form the theoretical and practical underpinnings of the same argument respectively. Keller sees no problems at all, however, in projecting his own political preferences onto the figure of Shakespeare. In fact, his arguments form a showcase of opportunism and distortion of facts; both scholarly, when he chooses to highlight only those qualities of Shakespeare that fit the national socialist ideal, and political, which becomes most obvious in his blatant ignoring of the fact that it had actually been the Germans, and not the British, who had started the Vernichtungskrieg.












































 Bad is the World: 
(Anti-)Nazi Shakespeare Productions 
in the Third Reich

Following the Nazis’ policy of “Gleichschaltung,” which involved the eradication of all cultural manifestations that did not express the national socialist ideals, Party officials were installed as heads of theatres. These officials, however, failed to produce any successful plays, and since Goebbels regarded the theatre as an important means of propaganda, the Ministery of Propaganda, by way of concession, resorted to appointing experts who were not necessarily followers of the Party.​[32]​ An interesting result of this move was the appointment of Gustaf Gründgens as the head (Intendant) of the Berlin Staatstheater by Hermann Göring, who was Minister of the Interior and controlled the three state theatres that were competing with the other theatres under the supervision of Goebbels.​[33]​ Gründgens was a homosexual, and in the 1920s, had been part of a political cabaret. Although he had virtually no experience as a director, he was one of the most highly acclaimed actors in Germany, and therefore was chosen to secure the position of the Staatstheater. Gründgens in turn appointed Jürgen Fehling as director, who would push the limits of what was safely possible under the regime, and would come close to anti-Nazi interpretations of Shakespeare (Hortmann 137). 
	In this chapter I will discuss Fehling’s production of Richard III (1937) and Gründgens’s performance of Hamlet (1936-41), and point out how these plays commented on the Nazi-regime. Both plays are significant for their oppositional stance to contemporary politics, but the ways in which they achieved their aim were markedly different. Conversely, Shakespeare was used as a means of Nazi propaganda, and I will discuss actor Werner Krauss’s The Merchant of Venice (1943) as a case in point. This performance has been documented as one of the worst showcases of anti-Semitism, and, as such, it was an instant success among Nazi spectators. Krauss’s acting philosophy, however, merits closer attention, as he had played the part of Richard III in Fehling’s production, and it therefore seems unwarranted to dismiss Krauss as an undistinguishing follower of the Nazis.​[34]​ Finally, I will highlight the Nazis’ banning of Felix Mendelssohn’s score that was traditionally performed with A Mid-summer Night’s Dream. This history shows that political propaganda by means of Shakespeare could not only be effected by strictly theatrical means. 
	
In 1937, director Jürgen Fehling proposed to his Intendant Gustaf Gründgens to stage Richard III at the Staatstheater in Berlin. Gründgens agreed. His biographer Curt Riess remarks that this was an act of courage, since  “this was a very dangerous play about a tyrant, who, just like Hitler, Göring, Himmler, Goebbels, did not shy from having people killed who got in his way” (“ein sehr gefährliches Stück von einem Tyrannen, der, genau wie Hitler, Göring, Himmler, Goebbels, sich nicht davor scheute, Menschen umbringen zu lassen, die ihm im Wege standen”).​[35]​ Yet Fehling was determined to suggest analogies with the present political situation; one of the most salient of these was that the murderers of the Duke of Clarence were dressed in uniforms that resembled those of Nazi Storm Troopers.​[36]​ This direct reference highly offended Göring, but the figure of Richard III himself, proved the most controversial. Werner Krauss’s Richard limped fifty yards over the enormous, nearly empty stage at the beginning of the play (Hortmann 140). Giving Richard an obvious limp would have begged a comparison with Goebbels anyhow, but by staging Richard’s entrance in this way Fehling gave his deformity an uncanny prominence. John Newmark, a pianist who performed in the production, noted the resemblance when he wrote in 1987:

Fehling, a passionate anti-Nazi [. . .] took a devilish pleasure in turning the last scion of the house of York into a likeness of the club-footed Minister of Propaganda, with all his lies, treachery and womanizing. (Quoted by Hortmann 137)  

Krauss’s Richard resembled Goebbels in appearance, but in his manner of speaking he was reminiscent of Hitler himself. As Riess notes: “When Werner Krauss held a speech from the balcony to his people, one could believe that Hitler was speaking” (“als Werner Krauss vom Balkon eine Rede an sein Volk hielt [. . .] man glauben konnte, Hitler sprechen zu hören,” 216). Krauss played Richard as a “cold, calculating figure,” and K. H. Rüppel described him as “a comedian of lethal amicability, tickled by his obscene lust for power [. . .] a lithely limping [. . .] beast of prey” (London 248; quoted by Hortmann 139). It appears that Krauss gave an impressive performance, which was partly responsible for the political significance of the play. 
Apart from the costumes of the murderers and the characteristics of Richard, Fehling created a more subtle, yet not less effective feature to enhance the political stance of the play. After the interval, the Scrivener held his short soliloquy on the “indictment of the good Lord Hastings” directly to the audience.​[37]​ His words about Hastings, who was convicted before he had been tried, acquired sharp contemporary relevance:

		Hastings lived,
Untainted, unexamined, free, at liberty.
Here’s a good world the while! Who is so gross
That cannot see this palpable device?
Yet who is so bold but says he sees it not?
Bad is the world, and all will come to naught,
When such ill dealing must be seen in thought. (III.vi.8-14)

The Scrivener’s indictment against justice under a dictatorship, fiercely put as direct questions at the audience, was not misunderstood.​[38]​ Hortmann notes that the monologue was sometimes received with applause, and sometimes with “an uncanny silence” (139). In combination with the other references in the production – the uniforms and Krauss’s Goebbels-like comportment – the statement “Bad is the world” implied a renunciation of the regime. This did not miss its effect, as Göring is reported to have been furious about the play. He demanded Fehling’s dismissal, but Gründgens threatened to resign if Fehling had to leave. Grudgingly, Göring approved Fehling’s stay. ​[39]​  
Fehling’s Richard III shows that indirect criticism of the regime was possible, although he nearly went too far. Indeed, the situation at the Staatstheater was a special case; Göring needed Gründgens as the head of his theatre, and it appears that Fehling – under Gründgens’s protection – could work in relative freedom. Even though his references to the then current political situation were quite obvious, they were not literal, and because Fehling’s production was also a great artistic achievement – especially on account of his mastery of theatrical space – Nazi critics could praise the production for being “mythic, demonic, obsessive, timeless      [. . .] ritual” (Hortmann 141). Yet Fehling daringly balanced art and political commentary, evading condemnation through his use of theatrical metaphor, and not in the last place through Gründgens’s safe-guarding. A clear-cut acknowledgement of the play’s anti-Nazi stance did not appear until 1948, when Herbert Ihering wrote that the play had “unmasked the whole falsifying and idealising Hitlerite conception of history.”​[40]​  
	Between 1936 and 1941, the Staatstheater performed Hamlet almost 200 times. Gründgens played Hamlet, directed by Lothar Müthel. Gründgens’s was a Hamlet that was much different from the traditional role, that of a doubtful, procrastinating and insecure young man. As Curt Riess writes:

A new Hamlet was born, one that had not been seen before. A Hamlet full of responsibility, a Hamlet ready to act, and not afraid to play the fool.

Ein neuer Hamlet war geboren, den es bis dahin nicht gab. Ein Hamlet voller Verantwortung, ein Hamlet, bereit, zu handeln, und ohne Angst davor, Komödie zu spielen.​[41]​

This active and confident Hamlet was achieved first of all by cuts in the text: lines that suggested passiveness were cut, and IV.4 was taken out entirely, including the soliloquy “How all occasions do inform against me.” Nazi scholars had already attempted to strip the character of Hamlet of his “weak” features, in favour of his heroic, Nordic qualities (Hortmann 157). Although Gründgens played the part in a blond wig, these were not the features he chose to stress. Instead, he focused on lucidity and consciousness. His Hamlet was fully aware of the fact that he was playing a part, in a completely distorted political situation. Paul Fechter reviewed Gründgens’s performance in the Shakespeare Jahrbuch, and wrote:

Gründgens’s Hamlet lives completely isolated in his environment; he has a real relation neither with Ophelia, nor with his mother, nor even with Horatio. He draws his life only from himself, from the world of his words [. . .] from the obligation to the great staging of his task.

Gründgens’ Hamlet lebt völlig isoliert in seiner Umwelt; eine wirkliche Beziehung hat er weder zu Ophelia, noch zu seiner Mutter, nicht einmal zu Horatio. Er lebt nur aus sich, aus der Welt seiner Worte [. . .] und eben aus der Verpflichtung zur großen Inszenierung seiner Aufgabe. ​[42]​

Although he was an obsessively introspective character, Gründgens’s Hamlet was not weighed down by the great task of setting the world to rights. He acted his part, until he could “stage” the accomplishment of his quest. 
	A Hamlet who consciously, yet secretly, revolted against the politics around him could be regarded as an attack on the regime, but it remains to be seen whether this complex piece of acting was immediately understood. Riess states that 

other Hamlets could ask themselves whether they should act or not. For [Gründgens] there was no such question, as long as the regime of terror existed, as long as criminals ruled.

andere Hamlets mochten sich die Frage stellen: sollten sie oder sollten sie nicht handeln? Für ihn gab es [. . .] diese Frage nicht     [. . .] solange das Terror-Regime existierte, solange es die regieren-den Verbrecher gab. (204)

He adds that there were few people, however, who understood the political implications of his performance: “The audience adored the young Gründgens [but was] completely unsuspecting” (“das Publikum [. . .] schwärmte für den jünglinghaften G[ustaf] G[ründgens] [. . .] ahnungs-los,” 207).​[43]​ 
Two further reasons to doubt a cathartic recognition on the part of the audience are that Gründgens himself felt the need to explain his role, and, secondly, that Gründgens’s ideas seem to have been acknowledged only two decades later. Hortmann writes that “[r]eviewers described but could not explain what they had seen” (159). Gründgens came to the aid of one of them, when he sent a letter to Paul Fechter in reply to his review. Gründgens stressed that his Hamlet was an actor, who fought against his environment by means of careful reasoning  and deliberation:
 
When the curtain rises, I don’t want to play Hamlet, I want to go back to Wittenberg. It is against my will that I am burdened with a truth I cannot withdraw from [. . .] I want to act but I must know. Otherwise I cannot act, and I regard the impulse to act blindly when at the moment of highest excitement in the closet scene I hear a voice behind the tapestry and strike the wrong victim, as a powerful warning. And thus I continue my dangerous path of double self-control.

Wenn der Vorhang aufgeht, will ich den Hamlet nicht spielen, sondern ich will nach Wittenberg zurück. Wider meinen Willen wird mir eine Aufgabe aufgehalst, der ich mich nicht entziehen kann [. . .] Ich will handeln, aber ich muß wissen, weil ich sonst nicht handeln könnte, und mir ist der Impuls, mit dem ich in einem Moment der höchsten Erregung in der Szene mit der Königin die Stimme hinter der Tapete höre, und aus dem heraus ich blind handele und den Falschen treffe, eine bedeutende Warnung. Und so geht der gefährliche Weg mit verdoppelter Selbstkontrolle             [. . .] weiter.​[44]​

The basis of Gründgens’s conception of the role appears to be that Hamlet did not remain a victim of his situation, but that he attempted to change it. He was cautious of acting irresponsibly, as in the murder of Polonius, but he was by no means averse to undertaking action: he “cannot withdraw.” This Hamlet, under “double self-control,” may indeed have been a novelty, and one for which the audience may simply not have been ready enough to comprehend him fully, since they had never seen such an interpretation before. It is at least certain that in 1964, an interpretation was given in similar terms to those of Gründgens. In Shakespeare our Contemporary, Jan Kott describes Hamlet as a character who is not simply overcome by his situation, and who constantly doubts whether to act or not. In Kott’s analysis, Hamlet also plays a part, taking on multiple guises to thwart the political machinations:

None [of the characters have] chosen their part; it is imposed on them from outside [. . .] Hamlet is a drama of imposed situations, and here lies the key to modern interpretations of the play [. . .] Hamlet accepts [his situation], but at the same time revolts against it. He accepts the part, but is beyond and above it.​[45]​

By pointing out the involuntary nature of Hamlet’s task, and the two-sided attitude that Hamlet takes towards it as key aspects of the play, Kott  stressed exactly the same elements as Gründgens had done. Both views correlate with respect to Hamlet’s determination to act, and thus Kott im-plicitly validated Gründgens’s conception of the role. 
	New though it may have been, Gründgens’s Hamlet stood in a long tradition of political interpretations of the play. For the Germans, the play held a special position among Shakespeare’s works, which in the past had taken the form of a collective identification with Hamlet. This identifica-tion culminated in the poem “Hamlet” (1844) by Friedrich Freiligrath, which starts with the line “Germany is Hamlet.” Manfred Pfister has surveyed the history of German Hamlet identification; he illustrates how German literati have compared the German state with the character of Hamlet from the eighteenth century onwards, even though the grounds of the comparison shifted considerably over time.​[46]​ Sturm und Drang writers, for instance, transformed Hamlet from a weak and cynical hero into a triumphant spirit who “combine[d] sensibility and melancholic Weltschmerz with heroic activism” (109). Conversely, Goethe found that Hamlet had “a lovely, pure, noble, and most moral nature, without the strength of nerve which forms a hero” (“Ein schönes, höchst moralisches Wesen, ohne die sinnliche Stärke, die den Helden macht.”)​[47]​ Hamlet was now turned into the “glorification of political inactivity,” which, as Pfister claims,

touched the vital nerve of the Romantic generation, which recognized and accepted in the image of Goethe’s Hamlet the fruitlessness of its own vague and idealist political aspirations in an age of counter-revolution and restoration, its own retreat into a world of dreams and visions. (110)

Thus the German intelligentsia started to project their own political (or non-political) ideals onto the character of Hamlet, seeing in Hamlet the personification of the true German spirit. These projections changed shape in the course of time, but it is important to note that Hamlet was continually regarded as a political play. Gründgens’s Hamlet, then, was once more a reference to Germany. He set up parallels between the play and life in the state, the most conspicuous of which were the need for reflection as a prerequisite for survival in a corrupted political environ-ment, and the necessity of assuming a role that does not reflect one’s true self. As such, Gründgens’s Hamlet is a conflation of the Sturm und Drang Hamlet and the Goethean Hamlet: he does not have any “vague political aspirations,” since he has a cause to fight for, yet he feels he must con-stantly assess and interpret his situation and his thoughts – hence he remains seemingly inactive. Gründgens’s Hamlet delivers an inner battle against his environment, hidden behind the masks of his consciously assumed roles. 
	Whereas the cases of Fehling and Gründgens illustrate anti-Nazi Shakespeare appropriation in Third Reich-Germany, the playwright was also employed for Nazi-propaganda. A case in point is Lothar Müthel’s production of The Merchant of Venice (1943), in which Werner Krauss played the role of Shylock. The production has been recorded as the most anti-Semitic performance of The Merchant of Venice in Germany.​[48]​ The Nazis embraced the production as a portrayal of all that was evil in the Jew, and plans were made to adapt the play for a propaganda film (London 246). Critic Karl Lahm praised Krauss for his anti-Semitic emphasis:

The affected way of shuffling along, the hopping and stamping about in a rage, the clawing hand gestures, the raucous or mumbling voice – all this makes up the pathological picture of the East European racial type in all his external and internal human dirtiness, emphasising danger through humour.​[49]​ 

Although no accounts other than reviews are available of this production, so that it is not possible to determine the audience’s reaction effectively, it is clear that Krauss’s performance appealed to the Nazis and served as propaganda.​[50]​ Another critic, Otto Holny, wrote: 

[E]very fiber in [Krauss’s] body seems impregnated with Jewish blood; he mumbles, slavers, gurgles, grunts and squawks with alarming authenticity, scurries back and forth like a rat [. . .] Everything demonic is submerged in the impotent rage of the little ghetto usurer.​[51]​ 

All the Nazis’ hatred and prejudices against the Jews seem to have been embodied in this production, in particular in Krauss’s Shylock. ​[52]​ Yet another feature of this production was that the elopement of Jessica and Lorenzo was cut, which prevented an interracial marriage (Habicht, “Theatre Politics,” 116-17). Thus the Nazis’ claim that they would not change Shakespeare’s plays for political reasons proves unfounded. 
Discussions of Werner Krauss’s work focus on his co-operation with the Nazis.​[53]​ He is said to have put his great acting skill to use for a despicable regime, sacrificing morality for professional success. While it cannot be denied that Krauss chose to perform rabidly anti-Semitic roles – which included his part in the infamous Nazi propaganda film Jud Süß – it should be noted that Krauss’s political preferences are not easy to establish, since he had also played the lead in Fehling’s anti-Nazi Richard III. Krauss’s Richard had been no less than offensive to the Nazis. This makes it remarkable that he should have committed an act of collaboration with his impersonation of Shylock. In his brief biography of Krauss, William R. Elwood, after balancing the evidence for and against Krauss’s sympathy for the Nazis concludes: “The best case one can make for Krauss is that he was a true professional and put his art above all else, and as such, he allowed himself to be drawn into the web of the Third Reich” (98). Yet Elwood does not discuss Richard III, and the question is whether he would have reached the same conclusion if he had not made this omission. After all, Richard III dated from 1937, four years into the Third Reich. Furthermore, Krauss showed a sense of naïveté with regard to politics; in his memoirs he showed to be completely unaware of the exact cause of his insult to the Jews. He claimed that he had played Shylock in the same way as he had done earlier in a production directed by Max Reinhardt, and that his Shylock’s main character-trait was “stupidity.”​[54]​ Krauss did not seem to regret this, as he said to Müthel, who had suggested he should play Shylock in a funny manner:

“I can’t play him as cheeky,” [Krauss told Müthel] “but I have to play him as somewhat stupid, because if he were clever, he would know he would lose the bond.” I played him in this way. The Jews   [. . .] have held this stupidity against me. Because I played him as stupid, seemingly cunning, people started to take such great pity on me that the production was stopped after 23 performances. 

“Ich kan ihn nicht frech spielen, sondern ich muß ihn etwas dumm spielen, denn wenn er gescheit wäre, müßte er wissen, daß er mit dem Schein verlieren muß.” Ich spielte es auf diese Weise. Die Juden haben mir [. . .] das Dumme übelgenommen. Aber da ich ihn dümmlich, scheinbar listig spielte, tat ich den Leuten so leid, daß das Stück nach dreiundzwanzig Vorstellungen [. . .] abgesetzt wurde. (208-9)

Krauss realised that his performance grieved many members of the audience, but he did not acknowledge that it had indeed been anti-Semitic, even though he mentioned the discontent of the Jews (which cannot solely have been due to Shylock’s “stupidity”). He did not reflect on the mis-takes he had made, yet he asked to be forgiven, “since Portia speaks of mercy, but the Germans don’t want to know anything about that” (“Portia [spricht] von der Gnade, aber davon wollen die Deutschen nichts wissen”).​[55]​ 
It could be said that Krauss was one of many actors who were, by conviction, not interested in politics, and whom Gründgens referred to when he wrote about actors in relation to national socialism in 1946:

[T]here were very few fascist actors after 1933. Actors were primarily concerned about art, or rather, the good part, the interesting theatrical task. The actors shared this lack of political concern with the entire German people.

[E]s hat nach 1933 nicht viele faschistische Schauspieler gegeben. Im Vordergrund hat für den Schauspieler die Kunst gestanden, oder besser gesagt, die gute Rolle, die interessante schauspielerische Auf-gabe. Diesen Mangel an politischer Erziehung teilt der deutsche Schauspieler mit dem ganzen Deutschen Volk.​[56]​

Gründgens went on to say that national socialism was a “doctrine of superficiality” (“Lehre der Oberfläche”), and that this was the reason that most actors were not concerned about Nazism, and did not “identify with its atrocities” (quoted by Rischbieter, 47). Therefore, Gründgens wrote, these actors did not acknowledge individual guilt, but only the “collective guilt” of the nation.​[57]​ Krauss did not acknowledge his guilt, and for him Shylock may have been another “good part,” albeit one which he should not have performed, because his manner of performance was too painful for the Jews and too advantageous to the regime. Krauss did not intend to support the Nazis actively with his Shylock, although that was the effect of his unreserved commitment to his acting; his Richard and his Shylock may thus only be related if both are seen as manifestations of a naïve  sense of artistic integrity.​[58]​
	The 1943 Merchant of Venice was not the only “nazified” Shake-speare production. An example of the more direct and demonstrable Nazi-influence on Shakespeare productions is the treatment of the orches-tration of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Ever since its first performance in the Schlegel-Tieck translation, the play had been accompanied by the score of Felix Mendelssohn.​[59]​ Almost immediately after the Nazi seizure of power, government officials insisted that the score should be removed, on the grounds that Mendelssohn had been a Jew.​[60]​ New scores were written and tested out, but they were not altogether successful. This had a direct influ-ence on the number of performances, as Fred K. Prieberg writes:

For 1933 the statistics of the  Shakespeare Jahrbuch recorded just eleven performances in the Reich; for the following years twenty (1934), eleven (1935), thirteen (1936), twelve (1937) [. . .]. These figures are dependent on the availability of new orchestrations; the peak of 1934 marks a testing-period of new, “Aryan” possibilities together with the continuing use of Mendelssohn’s music, which proved to be tenacious.

Für 1933 meldete die [. . .] Statistik des Shakespeare-Jahrbuchs nur noch elf Inzenierungen im Reich; für die folgenden Jahre zwanzig (1934), 11 (1935), 13 (1936) [. . .]. Diese Zahlen hängen vond der Verfügbarkeit neuer Musikbegelitungen ab; der Höhepunkt 1934 markiert eine Periode des Ausprobierens “arischer” Möglichkeiten zugleich mit der Weiterbenutzung der Musik Mendelssohns. Die nämlich erwies sich als zäh.​[61]​ 
 
Despite its tenacity, the Nazis eventually succeeded in replacing Mendelssohn’s music altogether. The composer Edmund Nick wrote a new score for the play, which was first used in 1934. There were critics who voiced a preference for Mendelssohn, which Prieberg calls “an act of bravery” (“eine mutige Tat,” 148). Frits Stege pointed out that Mendels-sohn’s music had a lasting value, which could not easily be replaced:

One can have reasoned doubts about Mendelssohn, but it cannot be denied that Mendelssohn has captured the magic of the woods with a unique mastery of atmosphere. Nick could have learned from Mendelssohn how to do justice to the essence of the dramatic production, without losing oneself in musical wittiness or trivial salon-music [. . .]. No: Mendelssohn belongs to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and meddling with this artful masterpiece brings no honour to any adapter. 

Man mag gegen Mendelssohn auch berechtigte Bedenken vorzu-bringen haben, so läßt sich nicht leugnen, daß Mendelssohn den Zauber des Waldes in einer Weise eingefangen hat, die im Stim-mungsgehalt einmalig bleibt. Von Mendelssohn hätte Nick lernen können, wie man dem Wesen der dramatischen Vorlage gerecht zu werden vermag, ohne sich auf die Abwege der musikalischer Geistreicheleien oder trivialer Salonmusik zu begeben [. . .]. Nein: zum Sommernachtstraum gehört nun einmal Mendelssohns Musik. Es gereicht keinem Bearbeiter zur Ehre, dieses künstlerisches Meisterwerk anzutasten. ​[62]​

The arguments in favour of Mendelssohn’s music seem to have been stronger that those against it, but the mere fact that Mendelssohn was regarded as Jewish was sufficient reason for the Nazis to ban his music: “Mendelssohn’s music can no longer be accepted in the Third Reich, with its uncompromising [. . .] laws on the primacy of race and blood,” (“die Musik Mendelssohns ist im Dritten Reich mit den [. . .] kompromißlos gültigen Gesetzen vom Primat der Rasse und des Blutes nicht mehr zu verantworten”) wrote the leader of the National Socialist Cultural Society (NS-Kulturgemeinde) Friedrich W. Herzog.​[63]​ Eventually, in 1939, a new score by Carl Orff became the accepted accompaniment to A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Germany, and Mendelssohn was no longer performed.​[64]​	Ironically, the Nazi ban on Mendelssohn implied an infringement of unser Shakespeare; a notion which the Nazis claimed to cherish. Gary J. Williams writes that Mendelssohn’s overture from 1827, like the Schlegel-Tieck translation, was “regarded as a perfect marriage of German and English genius” (105). In 1843, Ludwig Tieck directed a production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream and used the complete score. Thus, two great accomplishments of German culture were joined, and the Tieck-Mendelssohn production has been described as “a contribution to the validization of German culture” (Williams 109). Although the Mendels-sohn score has not been claimed explicitly as a constituent of unser Shakespeare, its direct connection to the Schlegel-Tieck translation of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, which was established by Tieck himself, proved to be inseparable.​[65]​ The Mendelssohn score belonged to A Mid-summer Night’s Dream just as the Schlegel-Tieck translation belonged to Shakespeare, and this was the reason that the reactions against the Nazi ban were fierce. Since there was no other justification for the ban than Mendelssohn’s alleged Jewishness, the removal of the famous score was a propagandistic statement; Shakespeare without Mendelssohn was “Aryan.” Since the score had been so inextricably connected to the play, the political implications of the ban could not have been missed, although the supporters of Mendelssohn focussed on his musical superiority. For the Nazis, the “judenreine”  Midsummer Night’s Dream was a vehicle to put forward their racial policies, for which the tradition of a German Shakespeare was adapted to their needs. 















 Waging War Against the Approach of Darkness: 




In this chapter I will discuss three non-German Shakespeare productions which have been noted for their references to Nazism, and which were made during the period of the Third Reich. It will become clear that Max Reinhardt’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1935), Orson Welles’s Julius Caesar (1937) and Laurence Olivier’s Henry V (1944) all have a bearing on Nazism, yet differ widely in their approaches to the subject. I will argue that none of these productions presents a clear-cut attack on Nazism, and that this is due, in the cases of Reinhardt and Welles, to the only partial realisation of directorial aims, and in the case of Olivier to a critical misinterpretation of the role of the French as representation of the Germans.

The German director Max Reinhardt directed around thirteen different versions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream between 1905 and 1934.​[66]​ Because he was Jewish, Reinhardt left the Deutsches Theater in Berlin soon after the Nazis came to power.​[67]​ He moved to Austria, where he continued to direct A Midsummer Night’s Dream. He continued to direct the play in cities throughout the world, and in his productions in Florence (1933), Oxford (1934), and Hollywood (1935) he included dark overtones that had been absent from previous productions. These productions formed the basis for the 1935 film version that Reinhardt made for Warner Brothers, with William Dieterle.​[68]​ In this film, Reinhardt further developed the disturbing images of the theatre versions, and it is this which makes the film relevant to a discussion of artistic criticism of Nazism. Curiously though, it does not so much contain direct criticism against Nazism, as a warning against a lack of interest in the present political changes.  
	Reinhardt’s productions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream prior to 1933 may be characterised as neoromantic spectacles, with a primary focus on the “generalized evocation of the exotic” (Williams 174). Reinhardt staged spectacular scenes in lavish sets, employing features like revolving forests, special effects (lighting and smoke), and a multi-levelled stage. Although these productions were visually impressive, they did not seem to make a great intellectual demand on the audience. Joseph Wood Krutch wrote in his 1927 review of Reinhardt’s production in New York: “[Reinhardt seems] to ask of the audience as little, and to give them as much as possible; and it is the essence of his method rather to stun the senses than appeal to the imagination.”​[69]​ Also, Reinhardt’s stagings of the play seem to have remained untouched by the great political developments of the time. As Williams writes: “A world war had been fought in Europe, but not in these woods” (174). 
By 1933, however, Reinhardt started to add some elements that made the play more than a portrayal of an undisturbed, romantic dreamworld. In June 1933 he staged an outdoor-production at Headington Hill, Oxford, at the invitation of the Oxford University Drama Society. At the beginning of the play, Puck ran across the fields and immediately fell down a hidden trap. Thus the tone was set for a darker, more sinister version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream than Reinhardt had ever made before. Oberon, played by Philip Arnold, was a menacing figure who caused a tree to shimmer when he climbed it to spy on the lovers.​[70]​ Another new element was Bottom’s great excitement when he awoke from his dream: when he discovered that the ass’s ears had vanished, he ran across the meadows to the (real) pond, and, upon seeing his reflection, screamed in relief and made a dance through the trees (Williams 175). According to Williams, Bottom’s jubilant relief showed that the “dreamworld could be terribly frightening” (175). This frightening aspect was particularly emphasised by the abduction of a Fairy into the woods; the small actress Nini Theilade, as the First Fairy, did a dance to the music of Mendelssohn’s nocturne, and afterwards was carried into the forest by a male dressed in black. Williams writes that the abduction in combination with the dance “hinted at a dark eroticism never seen before in connection with this play” (176). This element, together with Bottom’s nightmare, the sinister Oberon, and the unfortunate Puck, made this production more complex and disturbing than previous ones. The London Times noted that the focus of the play had shifted; humans were no longer able to control their experience, but they were surrendered to the uncertain forces of the woods:
	
[It is] a tale of sprites and goblins pursuing the natural life of their own dwelling-place, into which men and women have blindly wandered.​[71]​

This change in emphasis may be directly linked to the rise of Nazism, but it could be said that this production was more analogous to the then present reality, with respect to the changeable political situation in Reinhardt’s native Germany. 
	Reinhardt brought his production to Hollywood in 1934, where it was received enthusiastically. Its success led to an offer from Warner Brothers to make the production into a film (Williams 178). The film, released in 1935, was first and foremost another instance of romantic escapism, but Reinhardt acknowledged that it was an escape from a threat-ening reality. He wrote: 

When stark reality weighs too heavily upon us, an all-wise Providence provides deliverance [. . .] A Midsummer Night’s Dream is an invitation to escape reality, a plea for the glorious release to be found in sheer fantasy.​[72]​

This “stark reality” was nevertheless hinted at in the film. Reinhardt elaborated the dark elements of the preceding theatre production, which (paradoxically) made it a grim warning against a complete flight from reality. The film was made when America was in the middle of the Great Depression, and “a rising concern [. . .] over Hitler’s power” cast an extra gloom over reality (Williams 178). As Jay L. Halio puts it: “Reinhardt and Dieterle may indeed have been influenced by political and social considerations as well as by art and commerce” (85). 
The film brings out the dark side of the escapist retreat to the forest through a number of provoking images. While Puck (played by Mickey Rooney), for instance, chases the mechanicals through the forest, he is transformed into a hound, a hog, and a fire (Williams 179). In Shake-speare’s text Puck only threatens that he will transform: “I’ll follow you, I’ll lead you about a round [. . .] Sometimes a horse I’ll be, sometimes a hound, / A hog, a headless bear, sometimes a fire” (III.i.101-3). Reinhardt’s visualisation of Puck’s changing form will have given the sequence a threatening quality, which would have added to the mechani-cals’ fright (Williams 179). The sinister Oberon of the production is developed into a truly frightening character in the film. Williams describes Oberon (Victor Jory) as “a menacing, nearly Satanic figure in a black-sequinned costume and antlers” (181). He appears surrounded by black, bat-winged minions, which contrast sharply with the angelic, white Fairies, and the fair-haired Titania.​[73]​ During Titania and Bottom’s mock marriage, he seizes the Indian Boy and takes him away on his horse (Halio 90). Thus Oberon becomes a ruthless ruler of the underworld, who threatens and disturbs the harmony of the forest. The abduction scene, too, is fully worked out: it is more erotic and sinister than in the theatre production. The dark figure is now masked, and after a suggestive dance he carries the Fairy off into the forest. As Williams writes, “the image     [. . .] oscillates between the romantic and the ominous, light and shadow, sexual fantasy and a nightmare of domination” (185). One could argue that this contrast between quiet and disturbance is emphasised in the film’s souvenir-booklet, which states that the Fairy’s dance “tells the story of the creatures of the wood who are happy only in the moonlight and wage war against the approach of darkness.”​[74]​ 
Reinhardt interspersed the fairy-world with troubling images and characters, so that his “invitation to escape reality” became a warning against naïveté and a plea for watchfulness. Reinhardt showed that dream-ing and fairytales are only a temporary escape from a sinister reality. With a view to the growing concern in America about the rise of Nazism in Europe, Reinhardt’s adaptation can be seen as an illustration of the fragility of (political) peace. The elements of fear that Reinhardt introduced in his stage productions and which cumulated in the film, made his Midsummer Night’s Dream much less free of engagement than previous versions. Although it cannot be regarded as a direct attack on the Nazis, Reinhardt’s version is a manifestation of concern about the changing world of the time, and, as such, it represents an early reaction to Nazism by means of Shakespeare.  
 	In November 1937, Orson Welles staged Julius Caesar with his Mercury Theatre company in New York.​[75]​ The production has been noted as an anti-fascist interpretation, and as sharp criticism of dictatorship in general.​[76]​ Welles did indeed make numerous references to both the German and Italian regimes, and from personal statements it appears that he did intend it as a condemnation of fascism. However, the play was primarily a display of theatrical effect, and its original political com-plexity was severely toned down due to Welles’s cuts in the text. This made the production’s political message somewhat diffuse, as will seen from contemporary reviews. Welles’s Julius Caesar can be regarded as a hallmark of American anti-Nazi Shakespeare appropriation, which, how-ever, lost much of its effect due to Welles’s approach to staging and acting. 
	The first fact noted by critics about Welles’s production is that it was not the first Julius Caesar that included anti-fascist references. The Federal Theatre Project in Delaware had presented the play as a “not too complimentary satire on premier Benito Mussolini and fascist Italy” earlier in 1937.​[77]​ Michael Anderegg asserts that Welles “could not have been ignorant” of this production.​[78]​ Yet Simon Callow notes that Welles could not have known about it, since “[n]ews of Delaware’s Caesar had not reached Manhattan.” ​[79]​  Whatever the degree to which Welles took his idea for an anti-fascist Caesar from the Delaware production, the fact that there were two productions of the play with a similar approach in one year may be indicative of a wider American concern about fascism, and of the view that the rise to power of the tyrant in Shakespeare’s play paralleled events in present-day Europe. It is also important to note that Welles did not only refer to Nazism, but to fascism in general. As will be seen, he made it clear that Nazism and Mussolini’s variant of fascism were both manifestations of a fascist tradition that went back to ancient Rome. For this reason, a qualification of the production as “anti-Nazi” would be too narrow; rather, it is anti-fascist in its broadest sense. 
	Welles’s Julius Caesar was first and foremost intended to invite an analogy with fascism in Europe. This was established as the prime focus of the play in a press release that was issued before the production:

Our Julius Caesar gives a picture of the same kind of hysteria that exists in certain dictator-ruled countries of today. We see the bitter resentment of free-born men against the imposition of dictatorship [. . .]. We see the hope on the part of Brutus for a more democratic government vanish with the rise of a demagogue (Antony) who succeeds the dictator. Our moral, if you will, is not that assassination, but education of the masses, permanently removes dictatorship.​[80]​

Among the features with which Welles emphasised analogies with “certain dictator-ruled countries” – especially with Germany and Italy – were firstly his stage set and lighting. The stage was empty, with only four large wooden platforms, and Welles had beams of light placed on the floor. These platforms and lightbeams were based on the Nazi rallies at Nuremberg of 1933. As Martin Gabel, who played Cassius, said: “we used to see newsreels of the Nuremberg rallies, with the great stream of light going from the ground into the heavens – very effective theatrically. And Orson thought that Julius Caesar might be adapted as a parallel to that, to Hitler.”​[81]​ Secondly, his choice of music was a reference to Italian fascism. The score, written by Marc Blitzstein, was “a series of grinding processional interludes scored for a band consisting of trumpet, horn, percussion and Hammond organ, freely quoting Mussolini’s anthem, the ‘Giovanezza’” (Callow 332). A third reference was the casting of Joseph Holland as Caesar, who was purposely chosen for his “uncanny facial resemblance to Mussolini.”​[82]​ With these features, Welles placed his production firmly in a contemporary political context. They supported the intentions that had been expressed in the press release, but because of Welles’s approach to acting and directing, the play was not as straight-forward a critique on Nazism as Welles had intended. 
	Welles saw Brutus as the central character in the play (Callow 323). He made extensive cuts in Acts IV and V to focus on the conspiracy and the assassination (Samuelsen), he “downgraded” Octavius and Antony and removed Lepidus completely (Callow 323). Welles played Brutus himself, and saw him as archetypal political dissident:
		
Brutus is the classical picture of the impotent, ineffectual, fumbling liberal; the reformer who wants to do something about things but doesn’t know how and gets it in the neck at the end. He’s dead right all the time, and dead at the final curtain. He’s Shakespeare’s favourite hero [. . .]. He’s the bourgeois intellectual who, under a modern dictatorship, would be the first to be put up against a wall and shot. (Quoted by Callow 323)

Despite this conception of the role, Welles did not succeed in portraying him convincingly as “intellectual.” Welles did not rehearse the role, which prevented him from exploring Brutus’s character (Callow 329). He was uncertain about his lines – which he masked with improvisation – and he was generally reluctant to put much work into the process of acting (Callow 329-30). This seems to have rendered Welles’s performance superficial; he believed, as Callow writes, that he had a gift for acting “thinking people,” but because he did not explore what they were thinking about, he merely “demonstrate[d] thoughtfulness” (329). Thus, Welles himself undermined his central emphasis in the play. John Mason Brown, who reviewed the performance for The New York Post, did not report on Brutus’s great intellectual capacity. Although he praised Welles’s perfor-mance, his review correlates only partly with Welles’s original ideas about Brutus:
	
[Mr Welles’s] manner is quiet; far too quiet to meet the traditional needs of the part. But it is quiet with a reason. The deliberation of Mr. Welles’s speech is the mark of honesty which flames within him [. . .]. He is a perplexed liberal, this Brutus; an idealist who is swept by bad events into actions which have no less bad consequences for the state.​[83]​  

Welles’s “fumbling liberal” is here perceived as “perplexed,” which is an indication of Welles’s success in realising his conception of Brutus. Rather than “intellectual,” however, he is merely “honest,” and nothing of Welles’s intended conscious rebellion against the state manifests itself in Brown’s review. Thus, judging from Brown’s review, the political message that intelligent, free thinking is suppressed by dictatorships – which would have been a direct attack on the fascist regimes in Europe (especially because of the contemporaneity of the stage set) – failed to get across. 
Welles’s disregard for in-depth characterisation also manifested itself in his treatment of the scene in which Cinna the poet is killed by the raging mob. Norman Lloyd, who played Cinna, is reported to have been irritated about Welles’s lack of methodology (Callow 328). With his character, Lloyd said, he hoped to illustrate “what it is not to take a posi-tion,” but he received little help from his director in achieving that aim (Callow 328). Rather, Welles focused on the staging of the scene. He added lines from Coriolanus, and used the sound of a beating drum (provided by Blitzstein) to give the movement of the crowd a rhythmic, threatening quality. Callow writes that Welles referred to the scene as “goddamn chanting and boom boom boom,” and that he rehearsed the choreography of the scene for three weeks (328). This indicates that Welles put his emphasis on the theatricality of the production, stripping the play of its political complexity. Samuelsen writes that the Cinna scene resulted in “a huge coup de théâtre, greatly emphasising the bloodthirsti-ness of mobs raging out of control.” This emphasis diverted the attention from the position of the individual under a dictatorship (such as Cinna), and did not at all realise Welles’s intention of “let[ting] Shakespeare’s lines do the job of making the play applicable to the tensions of our time” (quoted by Callow, 324). Welles’s reworking of the text and his focus on spectacle prevented the lines from “doing the job” by themselves.
Welles’s cuts in the text and his display of spectacle established him, as often, as “the master showman” (Samuelsen). Anderegg puts Welles’s effort under the heading “Shakespeare as event” (19), and he points out that his emphasis on theatricality served not only a commercial, but also an educational aim (27). A press release stated that Welles wanted to “introduce Shakespeare to students in the fifth and the sixth years of school, not as an academic subject, but as an entertainment” (quoted by Anderegg, 28). To interest students in Shakespeare, the company developed a range of educational activities and materials; students could visit backstage, and mock-up newspapers were printed with headlines like “DICTATOR SLAIN, ROME REVOLTS” (Anderegg 28). The impression was thus created that Shakespeare was a topical playwright, and it can be said that the fascist setting of Julius Caesar contributed to this suggestion. In other words, Welles’s production did not use Shakespeare to comment on the threat of fascism, but fascist references were used to make Shakespeare appear more contemporary, as “an entertainment.” ​[84]​ 
	Despite Welles’s efforts to make his Julius Caesar politically relevant, most critics acknowledged only his accomplishments in theatricality, and, again, entertainment.​[85]​ John Anderson wrote in the New York Journal American: “It is as if a great poet had risen in our midst only yesterday, a poet who seems to understand the movies as he does the human heart” (quoted by Callow, 338). For Anderson, Welles had apparently succeeded in making Shakespeare contemporary, but not on account of his commentary on current affairs.  Rather, it was his visual craftsmanship that made the production a success, which Anderson called “the most exciting event in our theatre” (quoted by Callow, 341). There were a number of critics who judged negatively on Welles’s extensive line-cuts and his focus on Brutus. Edith Isaacs, for instance, wrote in Theatre Monthly:
 
With most of Antony excised to keep the character of Brutus always as the focus of attention, this elimination of contrast dulls the interest, releases the grip of the story before the play is done. It seems as if the slow and over-thoughtful pacing of the performance might, to emotional advantage, well have been hastened to make room for more of the actual play, which is not a philosophic study but spirited melodrama. (Quoted by Callow, 339)
	
For Isaacs, not even Welles’s spectacle and contemporary references could prevent her interest from being “dulled.” She seems to accuse Welles of a blatant misinterpretation of Shakespeare’s play, which rendered it slow and not sufficiently emotionally charged. 
If it were only for reviews like those above, it would appear awkward that the production has been influential in shaping subsequent productions of Julius Caesar with regard to modern dress and references to Nazism and fascism.​[86]​ The above-quoted Brown, however, emphasised these features in his review. In his experience of the play, Welles made ancient Rome the model of fascism:

Mr. Welles does not dress his conspirators and his Storm Troopers in Black shirts or in Brown. He does not have to. The antique Rome, which we had thought was securely Roman in Shakespeare’s tragedy, he shows us to be a dateless state of mind. (221)

Brown sees a direct link between contemporary Nazism and the dictatorship of Rome, as he equates the conspirators with Nazi soldiers. Neither did he miss Caesar’s resemblance with Mussolini/Hitler: “Joseph Holland is an imperious dictator who could be found frowning at you in this week’s newsreels” (222). He is also positive about the line-cuts, as they serve to heighten the immediacy of the production: “If the play ceases to be Shakespeare’s tragedy, it does manage to become ours. That is the whole point and glory of Mr. Welles’s unorthodox, but welcome, restatement of it” (221). 
Brown’s review appears to be the only one in which Welles’s original intention to expose the “hysteria” of dictatorship is fully acknowledged. That Welles’s political commentary was not more widely received at the time, then, should be attributed to the fact that his emphasis was not clear. For Welles, the play was about Brutus’s struggle, yet he devoted most of his attention to the visual impact of the play, rather than the study of character. The production’s success was based on the fact that Welles had made Shakespeare interesting and challenging to a modern audience, and made him “cease [. . .] to be the darling of the College Board Examiners” (Brown 220). The criticism of fascism was merely one of the features of the production, whose overall effect rested on Welles’s showmanship. 
	The Shakespeare play which is the prime focus in discussions of British nationalism and patriotism is Henry V.​[87]​ Discussions of Laurence Olivier’s 1944 film version have likewise analysed the extent to which it is a celebration of England and the English extensively.​[88]​ For my purpose, however, it is important to establish the extent to which the film is anti-German, as a patriotic film need not necsessarlily incorporate criticism of a particular country. Direct contemporary references in the film include its dedication to the “Commandos and airborne troops of Great Britain,” and its opening sequence; the film starts with an aireal view of London and the Globe, which, as Paul Franssen points out, is reminiscent of the pictures of bombarded German cities that spectators knew from cinema newsreels.​[89]​ 


These parallels may be said to give the film a contemporary political meaning, as they place the film in the context of the war-effort, yet the parallels between the French in Olivier’s Henry V  that critics have found are difficult to maintain.
	 James N. Loehlin argues that Olivier adapted the characterisation of the French from Shakespeare’s text, to make the contrast between them and the English sharper (37). Especially King Charles VII, he writes, is transformed from a “commanding figure” to a “witless weakling” (37). Thus he becomes the opposite image of the confident, rousing King Henry V. Ralph Berry notes that the French court is “bored, overcivilized, decadent, a world away from the passion and vitality of the English.”​[90]​ Yet the view of the French is not entirely negative; whereas they are presented as languid aristocrats, they also have an elegance that “makes them a desirable addition to the English mixture” (Loehlin 38). Anthony Davies stresses Henry’s long speech on the French palace, the sensitive music of William Walton, and Burgundy’s speech on “this best garden of the world” as suggestive of French “civilised life which the English need” (169). The French and the English have an interest in each other; the French interest in England is indicated by Katherine’s efforts to learn English and her gazing over the castle walls to the departing English ambassadors. Loehlin writes that  the effect of this gaze is “to mirror, and in effect to answer, Henry’s earlier look” (39). 
Davies and Loehlin both assert that Olivier’s purpose is to emphasise the union of France and England, symbolised by Henry and Katherine’s marriage, which is “a meaningful interpretive choice in 1944” (Loehlin 39). This makes an equation of Olivier’s representation of the French with the contemporary Germans highly debatable. Such an equation is established by Raymond Durgnat:
		
[T]he English are the English but Agincourt is D-Day where the French are Germans until Henry courts Katherine, whereupon the French are probably the French.​[91]​

Loehlin and Davies disagree with Durgnat’s view; Loehlin writes that “the French are [actually] far too likable to be the Germans (38), and Davies finds the view “oversimplif[ied]” (169). However, a reading of the French as Germans seems unjustified on two other grounds. Firstly, the perceived shift of the French identification with the Germans to the French them-selves is not marked by any change in the French behaviour or outlook. Secondly, equating the Battle of Agincourt with the landing in Normandy on 6 June 1944 raises the question which event the Battle of Harfleur represents, and neither is it clear for which nationality Olivier’s French stand prior to Agincourt.​[92]​ The French cannot merely be the Germans because they fight the English. The murderers of the Duke of Clarence in Fehling’s Richard III were Nazi soldiers because they wore SA-type uniforms; Olivier dresses his actors in historic attire, and thus he does not establish a visual parallel to contemporary events. The French could only be perceived as the German enemy because of the historical context into which the film was released. Analogies could be drawn from that context because a celebration of England meant a condemnation of Germany at that historical moment. The French are, to an extent which can be deba-ted, the enemy, but they do not represent the specific historical enemy of Britain at the time.​[93]​
	Olivier’s Henry V was an anti-Nazi Shakespeare adaptation mostly because it was filmed and released during the Second World War, and analogies with contemporary events were invited by that simultaneity, rather than by direct references. With respect to these references, Olivier’s film is similar to Reinhardt’s production; and Reinhardt’s Dream proves that they can be subtle. His dark imagery and character-interpretation made his adaptation a warning against Nazism. His mena-cing Oberon and the abduction-scene, for instance, are evocative of the threat imposed by the rise of Nazism. Welles, conversely, made numerous references to Germany and Italy by means of his stage-set, the score and his character-isation of Brutus. Yet Welles’s production proved to be no clear condem-nation of fascism, as it was primarily perceived as a theatrical spectacle. Welles’s case is illustrative of the need for a focussed approach in direct-ing, since he clearly intended to make his Julius Caesar parallel the fascist regimes in Europe, but failed to realise his aims. Only John Mason Brown viewed the production as a display of the workings of fascism. 





























No Chance for Shakespeare:
Nazism and the Holocaust in Postwar Shakespeare Productions

This chapter examines the nature and effect of three selected Shakespeare adaptations that were made after the realistic threat of Nazism had subsided. I will highlight some of the ways in which Nazism and, in its wake, the Holocaust, have been treated in the context of Shakespeare-reception, and explore the political significance of these three productions. The memory of the horrors of Nazism has been artistically met in widely differing fashions, as will be seen in the discussion of Peter Zadek’s Held Henry (1967), Hanan Snir’s Merchant of Venice, and Julie Taymor’s Titus (1999), which focus on dictatorship and mass psychology, the persecution of the Jews, and the immorality and decadence of fascism respectively. It will become clear that Nazist backgrounds could still be used profitably as a medium of giving meaning to postwar Shakespeare productions, albeit not always the meaning their directors themselves intended.

In 1964, German director Peter Zadek staged a controversial production of Henry V in Bremen, under the title Held Henry (Henry the Hero). It was noteworthy because Zadek took a “quintessentially English play” and turned it into a confrontation with Germany’s “unspeakable recent history.”​[94]​ Zadek’s theme was not the celebration of English history that most productions of the play emphasised, but a questioning of leadership and hero worship.​[95]​ Loehlin writes that “Held Henry was an all-out assault on the whole idea of heroism, filled with anachronism and violent, cartoonish imagery” (148). The production’s relevance to the present discussion derives from Zadek’s employment of references to the Second World War and Nazism; these gave the play its significance as a questioning of German national identity, as that had until recently revolved around a hero-cult. 
The Second World War was not the only referent for Held Henry, but it was both directly and indirectly alluded to throughout the produc-tion (Loehlin 149). The play was performed against a backdrop with the portraits of all the English monarchs from William I to Elizabeth II, which was replaced by a backdrop with pictures of, among others,  Attila the Hun, Churchill, Frederick the Great and Adolf Hitler at two moments in the play. The recruitment of soldiers for the war campaign of England was carried out with loudspeakers, and a poster for the French campaign shows a slogan which obviously parodies the “Uncle Sam” posters for the American war effort, with the phrase “Frankreich braucht Dich” (“France needs you”) in Gothic letters.​[96]​ After the victory at Agincourt, footage of a military parade on the Champs Elysées was projected on the backdrop, which invoked the Nazi occupation of Paris (Loehlin 150). Other instances of specific Nazi references were Zadek’s extensive use of crowd scenes, especially in his staging of a pogrom against people who sympathised with the French enemy (Wendt 18-19 and Loehlin 149).  By means of these daring theatrical choices Zadek created a new historical setting for Henry V, perhaps most accurately described as de-historicised, since he did not locate the play in a specific historical period (the soldiers’ costumes, for instance, derived from the German Imperial Period). Rather, Zadek modernised the play by employing a number of references to Germany’s own recent past.  
Zadek focussed on the theme of hero worship, rather than on history or characters. This became clear in his treatment of the scenes, which he presented as individual stories, all addressing the theme. In an interview with Theater Heute Zadek said that he perceived the play as a “loose connection of scenes, which are only held together by the figure of Henry” (“eine lockere Zusammenstellung von Szenen, die nur durch die Figur des Henry zusammengehalten werden”).​[97]​ The Southampton-scene, for instance, was presented as a show-trial, with a film-projection of a crowd that shouted for blood. The traitors instantly resorted to “self-criticism,” the communist practice of comparing one’s behaviour with party policy.​[98]​  Loehlin writes that “Henry’s heroism was thus revealed as a public artifice constructed through coercion” (149). 
Henry’s character, however, in the Zadek production was incon-sistent. Zadek did not intend to be psychologically consistent, as this did not serve his theme. In the night before the Battle of Agincourt, Henry is in bed with a prostitute – whom Zadek added to the play – and he places his crown on her head, and delivers the St Crispin’s Day speech to her (Wendt 20). This speech, intended to stir the English troops one last time and to give the battle a historic significance, becomes paradoxical in Zadek’s setting. The effect of Henry quoting the following lines to a prostitute is rather daring:
	
This story shall the good man teach his son,
And Crispin Crispian shall ne’er go by 
	But we in it shall be remembered,
	We few, we happy few, we band of brothers.​[99]​ 

When Henry speaks these lines to the prostitute instead of his army, he becomes self-interested and his choice of words is now grotesque instead of purposeful. Zadek may even have created a bawdy gag with the lines “And gentlemen in England now abed / Shall think themselves accursed they were not here, / And hold their manhoods cheap” (IV.iii.64-66).  Henry’s misguided egotism is expanded to self-glorification in the next scene, when he poses for a huge battle-painting with himself in the centre. Thus, as Loehlin writes, Zadek “explod[ed] the heroic conception of Henry and his war” (148), and turned it into a mockery of the portrayal of Henry as a symbol of national unity.  However, Henry was not portrayed as a one-sided egotist. The dialogue between Henry and Williams in Act IV was moving, and showed that the king was capable of empathy. As Lois Potter describes the scene:

When [Henry] and Williams agree to make their disagreement into a “quarrel” (IV.ii.204), the decision comes across as a bond of friendship which, in the context of this play, is something new and exciting for Henry. The end of his practical joke on Williams comes quickly and without the involvement of Fluellen; Williams is carried on dying and Henry identifies himself as if somehow hoping to prolong both the soldier’s life and this one, rare, opportunity of human contact [. . .]. Zadek could be said to have made Henry more sympathetic than he usually is at this point, because more aware of his responsibility for the death of this particular soldier.​[100]​

Thus Henry showed two completely different sets of behaviour in one act, which could not be reconciled psychologically. Yet this was exactly Zadek’s intention, as he said that he had attempted the “exposition of a theme from multiple angles” (“ein Thema vielfältig zu beleuchten”), and did not strive for faithfulness to the literary character:

I did not try to be psychologically consistent [. . .]. If the character that was psychologically structured by Shakespeare is destroyed in the process, at least in part, then that is our intention. At present, I find it more important to play a theme than to interpret a character. 

Es ging mir nicht darum, psychologisch konzequent zu sein [. . .] wenn dabei die von Shakespeare psychologisch angelegte Figur zerstört wird, zum Teil wenigstens, dann ist das von uns beabsich-tigt. Ich finde es heute wichtiger, das Thema zu spielen, als die Figur auszudeuten. (Provokation  22)

Zadek was heavily criticised for this method, as Theater Heute reproached him for “stag[ing] emotions, apolitical emotions, rather than political understanding” (“Sie inzenieren Affekte, apolitische Affekte, statt politi-scher Erkentnisse”).​[101]​ Zadek answered that he did not try to explain the origin of emotions, the underlying psychological processes, but that he tried to shock the audience into recognising the effects of mass psycho-logy. Ultimately, mass psychology was the theme of Held Henry, and this he tried to convey by vivid scenes, which each had their own bearing on the theme, albeit at the expense of the logical construction of character. 
	Zadek’s appropriation of Henry V can be called a revolutionary feat, as it subverted not only theatrical conventions, but also the reception of the play as a celebration of national unity. It questioned the grounds on which leaders came to power, and suggested that dictatorship could be sustained by the manipulation of the masses. Zadek accomplished this by means of strong visual references to dictatorships of remote history, but also to Nazism. Since the references to Nazism were the most elaborate, Held Henry can be said to be an examination of Germany’s recent past, which is all but apolitical. As Loehlin writes, Zadek’s “shock tactics forced audiences to consider the play in the light of their own lives and their unspeakable recent history” (151). Furthermore, Held Henry shows that Shakespeare had not lost his appeal as a source for political use after the Second World War. Zadek’s production was not so much a warning against political affairs of the present, as a denunciation of those of the past. 
	The Shakespeare play which has caused the greatest controversy in postwar Germany is The Merchant of Venice. As discussed in chapter 2, it had been used as a vehicle for blatant anti-Semitism by Lothar Müthel, yet this did not keep directors from staging the play after 1945; Wilhelm Hortmann notes that there have been around 70 productions of the play  in the period 1945-2000. ​[102]​ In 1995, the Israeli director Hanan Snir staged a version of the Merchant in Weimar, which was notable for its direct reference to the Holocaust through its setting in a concentration camp, where inmates were forced to play the Jewish roles by SS-campguards.   This production is best considered in the context of postwar productions of the Merchant in Germany, as it strives for similar effects as previous productions, and to a certain degree employs similar methods. 
Hortmann comprehesively describes the production practice of the Merchant, and he categorises the productions into four distinct groups, dependent on their portrayal of Shylock. The first group is that of the “Expiation Shylocks,” or “Wiedergutmachungs-Shylocks” which domi-nated the stage until the late 1960s. These productions toned down every indication of Shylock’s moral perversity, and presented him as a man “of profound goodness driven to extremes by inhuman suffering at the hand of callous Christians.” These productions were a reaction to the anti-Semitic rendering of the play during the war, and went through great lenghts to negate the anti-Semitic features in the text.​[103]​ 
In the second group of plays, “the stranglehold of pious philo-Semi-tism was broken,” as Hortmann puts it. Peter Zadek is one of this group’s representatives, as he produced a Merchant in 1972, in which Shylock was a cartoonesque figure, who “confirmed all the worst anti-Jewish clichés.” The play was intended to be a “purgatorial process,” confronting the audience with their past through a display of shocking bad taste. Zadek’s production caused great disapproval from critics and the Jewish commu-nity, yet he did manage to present the play as a comedy again, as the comic quality of the play had been completely absent from previous productions. A performance that was more succesfully cathartic than Zadek’s, was George Tabori’s Improvisations on Shakespeare’s Shylock (1978). This play featured thirteen actors who all played Shylock in a sequence of improvised and rehearsed scenes. The performance was highly emotional, and at some points referred directly to the Holocaust. It featured “a report of a homosexual being tortured by his SS-warder in a concentration camp, or audience involvement of brutal directness: actors tore emaciated naked puppets to pieces and handed the dismembered limbs to shocked spectators.” The play was successful in its exposition of the main problem of the Merchant: that of the multiple identities of Shylock, as a usurer and a Jew. By having him played by several actors, Tabori could lay his character bare from various viewpoints. It has to be said that this performance was not so much an adaptation of the complete Merchant, as a postmodern theatrical experiment based upon its main character. However, perhaps because the story of the original play had been largely stripped away, Tabori was able to confront the memory of the Holocaust in an effective way. As will be seen, this was the reason why Snir’s production of the Merchant (1995) failed to fulfill its aim as a revaluation of Shylock.
 Hortmann’s third group of plays comprises productions that sought to avoid issues of anti-Semitism altogether, and address instead the theme of historic socio-economic changes.​[104]​ These productions appeared in Germany until the early 1990s, and portrayed Shylock’s downfall not as a result of his Jewishness, but of his impotence against Venetian money-handling. The plays in the fourth group, finally, shared no characteristics, except “the resolve to avoid the previously mentioned fixations by experimenting with new concepts.” Hortmann places Snir’s production in this group, but it can be argued that it shares a number of features from Tabori’s production, and its attempt to portray a sympathetic Shylock is reminiscent of the plays in the first group. 
 	 Snir’s Merchant was staged in Weimar on the occasion of the cele-bration of the 50th anniversary of the end of the war, and the liberation of the Buchenwald concentration camp. The setting depicted an SS-casino in a concentration camp. At the start of the play, SS-soldiers and their commander are singing and brawling, but soon the commander orders that higher entertainment is in order.​[105]​ Then, three naked camp prisoners are brought in, who, at gunpoint, are forced to participate in a staging of the Merchant of Venice. The one female prisoner plays Jessica, and the two men take on the roles of Shylock and Tubal, while the SS-men play all other parts. The commander claims the part of Antonio for himself, but still wears his SS-uniform. Thus Snir created a play-within-a-play, but because the relationship between the guards and the inmates could never be suspended, it prevented any involvement with the Shakespearean characters on the part of the audience. It was clear that the prisoners were at the mercy of the SS-men – as indeed proved to be the case when they were killed in the course of the play – and so their fate took on a far greater immediacy than that of the characters they played. As Maik Hamburger writes:

Of course Shakespeare does not stand a chance. The frame story, even though it is carried out in cliché-fashion, touches so strongly upon the emotions of the audience that the original play is merely perceived as an opportunity for occasional interferences.

Natürlich hat Shakespeare keine Chance. Die Rahmenhandlung, obgleich klischeehaft ausgeführt, rührt so stark an die Emotionen des Publikums, daß das Originalstück nur noch als Anlaß zu gele-gentlichen Interferenzen wahrgenommen wird. (176)

Furthermore, apart from there being little space for the development of Shylock, the role of the prisoner playing him was strongly developed. He prolonged his Shylock scenes, and did not kill his guards when he had the chance, so as not to endanger his fellow inmates. Hamburger characterises these moments in the play as “courageous resistance in a situation of powerlessness” (“couragierter Resistenz aus einer Situation der Ohn-macht”) and he asserts that they have a most convincing dramatic effect (177).  The true dramatic focal point of the play was thus the relationship between the camp prisoners and the SS-men, instead of the injustice done unto Shylock.
	Another instance of the imposition of the frame story on the Shake-speare play was the plot-change in Act 4. Snir maintained the general plot of the Merchant, but only up to end of the fourth Act. Act 5 was dropped altogether, and Jessica was raped and shot at the end of the trial scene. This radical and shocking change in the plot was necessitated by the frame story, as the SS-actor would still be guilty of “violation of the race” (“Rassenschande”) if his character married Jessica (Hamburger 176). As a consequence of the change, the play lacked a clear dramatic orientation; the audience, for instance, was addressed both as the spectators of the “camp reality” (“Lagerrealität”) and as the witnesses of a staging of the Merchant by SS-men (Hamburger 177). In the programe booklet, Snir stated that his intention was to see “what happens when I bring these extremes together: the reality of history and the imagination of the play” (“Ich wollte sehen was passiert, wenn ich diese extremen Polen zusam-menbringe: die Realität der Geschichte und die Phantasie des Stückes,” qtd. by Hamburger 176). The result of his experiment was that the reality of the Holocaust fully overshadowed the fiction of the Shakespeare play. 
 	In the context of the postwar Merchants in Germany, Snir’s produc-tion can be said to join features of Tabori’s version with the intentions of the plays in Hortmann’s first, “philo-semitic” group. Hamburger states that the question posed by Snir’s production remains unanswered: “What entrance to Shakespeare’s comedy remains after the experience of a geno-cide grounded in racial biology?” (“Welchen Zugang gibt es nach der schrecklichen Erfahrung eines rassenbiologisch begründeten Volkermords noch zu Shakespeare’s Komödie?” 177). However, it can now be seen that previous directors had attempted to force an entrance to the play, whilst making the Holocaust into one of its integral components. Like Tabori, Snir referred directly to the Holocaust by imposing it on Shakespeare’s text, although he went further than Tabori by having the Merchant performed by actual SS-men. Since Tabori did not stage the complete play, but focussed on an examination of Shylock, his production did not suffer Snir’s critically perceived imbalance. 
The productions of Tabori and Snir share an emphasis on the dilem-ma of the performance of the Merchant after the Holocaust: Tabori by having scenes improvised and the thirteen actors playing Shylock, and Snir by the play-within-the-play technique. Both directors can be said to portray the performance as a problem, rather than a worked-out solution. However, as he did not discard the plot of the play, Snir went some way towards providing an answer. His portrayal of Shylock as victim indicates that he may have seen the Merchant as unplayable without the memory of the Holocaust, and this vindication of Shylock is remiscent of the “group one” plays. Yet, as has been seen, Snir’s Shylock remained an empty character due to the probing influence of the frame story. In a discussion after the performance, Holger Klein remarked that “Shakespeare’s play alone would have been enough” (“Shakespeares Stück allein hätte genügt,” qtd. by Hamburger 178). In this case he was right, but it has to be stressed that Snir’s production was  perceived as ineffective because of its direct and literal imposition of the Holocaust unto Shakespeare, and not because it referred to the Holocaust in general. This distinction will become clear in the following discussion of a postwar Shakespeare adaptation that in-voked references to fascism and the Holocaust. 
	 In 1999, Julie Taymor’s film Titus was released, a high-budget adaptation of Titus Andronicus. While not a box-office success, the film was lauded for its fresh take on “Shakespeare’s despised first tragedy.”​[106]​ 
The characters, as Alan Stone wrote, may be considered as blueprints of the protagonists in Shakespeare’s great tragedies:

Taymor, with the help of extraordinary acting, has made all of Shakespeare’s cartoon characters come to life. In this process one discovers that the two-dimensional characters of Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus are the prototypes of Shakespeare's greatest characters. Titus is a great warrior who does not understand politics or Machiavellian intrigue. He is the hapless victim of Aaron the Moor, who is evil incarnate. Titus will become the noble moor in Othello and Aaron will become Iago. There is something of Lear in Titus’ willful divestiture of power, something of Coriolanus in his warrior virtues, and something of Hamlet and Lear in his seeming madness. Taymor's Titus opens a new window on Shakespeare's tragedies. Perhaps Titus Andronicus was the motherlode that started it all and not just a bad beginning. 

The film cannot be described in simple terms or classified in terms of a single genre, as it portrays a complex sequence of cinematic effects, as well as references to a number of films ranging from Fellini’s La Strada (1954) to Baz Luhrmann’s Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet (1996). Review-er Pascale Aebischer called the film a  “spectacular and phantasmagoric vision of [Titus Andronicus].​[107]​ 
Taymor set the film in Rome, but derived her imagery from various historical periods, notably but not exclusively from Italian fascism. Richard Burt has argued that Taymor’s references to fascism and the Holocaust render the film banal, and that Titus is not the revaluation of Titus Andronicus that other critics consider it to be.​[108]​ He suggests that the dominant theme of the film is the Holocaust, and that the film fails to represent it effectively, neither as historical atrocity, nor as a parallel to the violence in Shakespeare’s play. He concludes: “Shakespeare cannot save the Holocaust, nor can the Holocaust save Shakespeare.” Burt places Taymor’s use of the Holocaust in a context of “desacralization of the aesthetic in mass culture,” and implies in his article that “to write poetry about Auschwitz is barbaric,” thus restating Theodor Adorno’s adage that “writing poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric” (“Nach Auschwitz Poesie zu schreiben ist barbarisch”).​[109]​ I will argue, however, that the importance of the Holocaust to Titus that Burt assigns to it is exaggerated. While (Italian) fascism is an indisputable point of reference to the film, the invocation of the Holocaust must not be overstated, and the question is whether the Holocaust is a projection of the play’s violence at all. Rather, I propose that Taymor’s reference to fascism adds meaning to Shakespeare’s text effectually, yet that it is only one of many points of reference for the film. The merit of Titus is derived from Taymor’s  invocations of cinematic, musical, and theatrical features, which all contribute to the effect of the film and make it a powerful and sincere representation of Titus Andro-nicus. 
	The most striking reference to fascism in Titus is Mussollini’s Palazzo della Civilità del Lavoro (see front cover illustration). This palace, built for the great E.U.R.-project in Rome, functions as the Capitol, and is the scene of orgies and decadent parties. By using the Palazzo as her primary set, Taymor creates an analogy between ancient Rome and fascism, much like Welles’s 1937 Julius Caesar did. Bassianus’s and Saturninus’s election speeches are held on the steps of the Palazzo, and they speak into a microphone onto which the antique Roman abbreviation “S.P.Q.R.” is attached.​[110]​ Thus the parallel is again emphasised. Burt states that the Palazzo “makes several dramatic appearances” in the film, but it can be argued that it is not just a piece of impressive scenery, but that it sets up a frame of reference for the decadence of Rome, which in turn functions as a means of distinguishing between government-approved or justified violence and personal, “unauthorized” violence. 
This distinction may be illustrated by comparing Titus’s murder of Mutius, and Chiron and Demetrius’s rape of Lavinia; two acts of violence that take place in different locations. Titus’s murder of his son Mutius takes place on the steps of the Palazzo/Capitol, and is elaborated to full cinematic effect. After the stabbing, Titus’s head is seen in close-up to the background of the large black niches of the Palazzo. Then, Mutius’s body slowly rolls down the steps of the palace. As random as Titus’s act of violence may seem, it is justified in his sense of allegiance to Saturninus. In the realm of Rome’s distorted political situation, Titus must ensure that Lavinia can marry Saturninus, and remove any opposition. Thus, when he calls Mutius a “villain boy” (I.i.295), the law is presented as indisputable, notwithstanding the immorality of that law. Defenders of morally justified law are placed in opposition, as Lucius answers to Titus’s command to return Lavinia: “Dead if you will, but not to be his wife / That is another’s lawful promised love” (I.i.302-3). By using the Palazzo as the scene of the murder, Taymor makes the immorality of fascism the background for and the explanation of the immorality of the government in Titus Andronicus. The most atrocious act of violence in Titus is arguably the rape of Lavinia. The rape itself is not portrayed, but the run-up and Lavinia’s subsequent humiliation are.​[111]​ This act of violence takes place in the forest, starting with Tamora’s encouragement to her sons to “use her as you will” (II.ii.166). It ends with a scene set on a swamp-like plain covered with tree stumps, where Lavinia is elevated on a tree stump, waving her mutilated arms about. Taymor has her hands replaced by tree-branches, and when Marcus later asks Lavinia “Why dost not speak to me?” (II.iii.21), she opens her mouth and out rushes a stream of blood. 
Thus, the gruesomeness of the episode is played out to the full, and again with cinematic effect, as Taymor creates a parallel between the barren scenery and Lavinia’s mutilated body. The violence that takes place in the forest is opposed to the violence on the steps of the Palazzo in that the latter is a manifestation of political violence, which is allowed to be perpetrated in the public sphere, whereas Lavinia’s rape is Tamora’s personal revenge on Titus, carried out in secrecy. The distinct status of the forest is emphasised in Shakespeare’s text, where Titus talks of it as “ruth-less, vast and gloomy woods [. . .] By nature made for murders and for rapes” (IV.i.53-58). Apparently, the forest is an appropriate place for killings, but Titus conveniently ignores the fact that a large number of murders have taken place at the Capitol. By then, political violence has given way to ‘random’ violence, as the only form of violence in the film. When Titus kills Tamora’s sons and serves them as a pie, Titus himself can be said to have turned away completely from the institutionalised form of violence, which in the context of the film implies a departure from fascism.  
 In Titus Andronicus, then, the forest allows for unlawful actions and disorder, whereas the Capitol is a place where atrocities are perceived as justified.​[112]​ By giving the status of the Capitol a fascist overtone through the dominance of Mussolini’s Palazzo, Taymor makes the opposition between the Andronici and the Goths a political one, and she uses fascism to lend weight to this opposition.
	Julie Taymor has often stressed that Titus is a comment on the Holocaust. In an interview she said: “I keep using the Holocaust because it’s the biggest event of our century – it can be twisted and manipu-lated.”​[113]​ Richard Burt stresses the influence of the Holocaust on Titus Andronicus, which can be traced back to 1955,

when one reviewer faulted Peter Brooks’s influential production for making the play too remote historically. “For post-Buchenwald generations,” one reviewer wrote, "the play's profligate brutalities no longer seemed comfortably remote, or ridiculous.”​[114]​ Douglas Seale mounted the first fascist Titus production at the Center Stage in Baltimore in 1967, with Saturninus looking like Mussolini and Titus as a Prussian officer. The Andronici were portrayed as Nazis and the Goths as Allied Forces (Dessen 33-34). When the Clown is executed we see a Jewish star on his back. Trevor Nunn (1972) had the cast see Federico Fellini’s Satyricon (1979) and supplied a stage orgy at the beginning of 4.2. 

Burt continues to argue that Taymor’s treatment of the Holocaust is flawed, since she combines fascist traits with sexual perversity – such as in the portrayal of Saturninus – resulting in an ill-defined opposition between fascists and anti-fascists, since Tamora in her battle against “fascism” is also a sexualized character: “Some critics might say that Julie Taymor’s Titus should really have been called Julie Tamora’s Titus Androgynous.” However, whereas the earlier productions mentioned by Burt clearly invoke Nazism and the Holocaust in a way similar to Peter Zadek’s Held Henry or even Jürgen Fehling’s Richard III, Taymor’s Titus can only be called a commentary on the Holocaust by association. The only clear manifestations of fascism are the Palazzo della Civilità del Lavoro and “the barbed wire cage in which first the Goth prisoners are carted and later Lucius and Martius on their way to being executed” (Burt). The Holocaust may still, as Wilhelm Hortmann has phrased it, exist in spectators’ minds as “indelible foil” (Merchants), but it should be pointed out that the merit of Titus rests upon other achievements than the (un)successful treatment of the Holocaust. The film incorporates many other features, which in sum determine its effect. As Aebischer writes:

I would  [. . .] describe Taymor’s mixture of features taken from contemporary and expressionist film, “primitive” rituals (her credentials include extensive research of Balinese and Sri Lankan ritual theatre), and the tragedy’s stage history, as creating a dense and meaningful palimpsest that preserves the best of many traditions in a single vibrant and exciting post-modern collage.       

The critical reception of Titus proves once again the complexity of the political use of Shakespeare. On the one hand it is regarded as a triumph of interpretation (Aebischer; Stone), yet on the other it is taken to task for its alleged misrepresentation of the Holocaust (Burt). The purport of both arguments aside, it is important to note that fascism plays a sig-nificant part in Titus, and that it functions as a frame of reference for the violence in the play. As I have attempted to show, Taymor’s use and fore-grounding of Mussolini’s Palazzo della Civilità del Lavoro makes Titus contemporarily relevant, as it effectuates a political interpretation of the characters in the play; a rigid power-structure, devoid of morality, is justified in the name of fascism against an act of cruelty which, albeit greater than Titus’s murder, is committed in defiance of this immoral regime. The film gains its persuasive power from its employment of various features, such as its daring cinematographic choices. Should it fail on account of its treatment of fascism, it still survives through its accom-plishment in characterisation. In comparison, it becomes clear why Hanan Snir’s Merchant of Venice was regarded as inconsequential. Since Snir focussed solely on the Holocaust as his theme, and, more than Taymor, tried to create a direct analogy between Shakespeare and the Holocaust and then failed to create a convincing staging of the Merchant, there only remained a hermetic narrative of Nazist cruelty. 



























The history of (anti-)Nazi Shakespeare appropriation is multi-faceted and complex. In this thesis I have outlined this complexity, by analysing a number of Shakespeare productions that are significant for their references to Nazism. The result is an account of the political significance of individual Shakespeare productions in particular, and an insight into the appropriating practices of Shakespeare plays in general.   
Shakespeare functioned as a figure of national identification in Third Reich Germany, and I have shown that the accomplishment of this status was the result of critical efforts going back to the eighteenth century. Shakespeare was placed firmly in the German literary canon by the Schlegel-Tieck translation, and his position was further advanced by the German Shakespeare Gesellschaft. In the First World War, Shake-speare, by then unser Shakespeare, became a cultural weapon against the enemy, and in the years before the Second World War, Shakespeare was again claimed by the Gesellschaft as a national cultural icon. In my analysis of the addresses by Hans Hecht and Wolfgang Keller, I have de-scribed the political implications of Nazi Shakespeare criticism, and shown that Shakespeare was appropriated as a means of proving German superiority.
It has been seen that Shakespeare became a potent weapon in the hands of anti-Nazi directors and actors. Jürgen Fehling’s Richard III was a severe indictment against the regime, and I have shown how Fehling complemented open criticism with artistic achievement, so that his anti-Nazi stance went unchecked by the authorities. Gustav Gründgens’s interpretation of Hamlet was daring and innovative. I have argued that Gründgens’s conception of the part as a politically conscious and self-determined individual later found indirect critical validation in Jan Kott’s Shakespeare Our Contemporary, and that his Hamlet can be regarded as a personification of Germany itself, as Gründgens drew on a tradition of German interpretation, which was always political in nature. On the side of pro-Nazi Shakespeare appropriation, Werner Krauss left his mark as Shylock in Lothar Müthel’s Merchant of Venice. I have argued that although the production itself should remain to be regarded as anti-Semitic, Werner Krauss’s own intentions are not as clear-cut, and I have tried to see his interpretations of King Richard III and Shylock in the light of a naïve sense of artistic integrity. The account of the Mendelssohn con-troversy is illustrative of the Nazis’ all-pervading attempts to germanise Shakespeare. From this particular instance, it has become clear that the Nazis’ cultural policy was one of opportunism, as Mendelssohn was inalienably linked with unser Shakespeare, as Ludwig Tieck himself first used the score. By banning Mendelssohn’s music, the Nazis damaged the cultural construct of Shakespeare as their national poet that they had helped to maintain.
	Max Reinhardt’s Midsummer Night’s Dream was an instance of subtle artistic anti-Nazi Shakespeare appropriation. Though, as I have described, there are no direct references to Nazism, his treatment of the play in his film version is markedly different from his earlier theatre versions. The interspersing of the fairy world with dark and disturbing imagery and characters can be regarded as a reaction against the rise of fascism in Reinhardt’s native Germany. Orson Welles did present a direct attack on the Nazis with his Julius Caesar. However, I have shown that Welles’s intended message of anti-fascism failed to be communicated to a large audience, due to his theatrical choices. As he emphasised spectacle instead of characterisation, his production was largely seen as a masterly feat of showmanship. Laurence Olivier’s Henry V is a great work of patriotism, yet I have questioned the degree to which it is strictly anti-Nazi, since an identification of the French in the play with the contemporary German enemy is debatable.
	With reference to Nazism, postwar Shakespeare appropriation appears to  have concentrated on a confrontation with Germany’s history in Germany itself, and on the immoral nature of fascism in the case of Julie Taymor’s Titus. Peter Zadek’s Held Henry was an exposition of the processes of mass psychology, and a denunciation of Germany’s history of dictatorship. I have shown how the production debunked images of hero-worship and the often-portrayed heroic ideal of King Henry V, and how Zadek employed references to fascism to emphasise his various themes. I have also shown that Hanan Snir’s production of The Merchant of Venice failed to convince on account of the setting in a concentration camp and his use of the frame story in the SS-casino, which carried so strong an emotional weight that it prevented  the Shakespeare characters from being well-understood. I have argued, however, that Snir’s production problem-atised the staging of the Merchant, and that it thereby relates to other postwar productions of the play, notably George Tabori’s adaptation and the group of plays that presented Shylock purely as victim. Finally, I have analysed the function of fascism in Titus. I have proposed that the Palazzo della Civilità del Lavoro, used as the set of the imperial palace, provides a frame of reference for violence in the play. Whereas Titus’s  murder of Mutius is justified from a fascist perspective of immoral law, the rape of Lavinia is seen as unjustified. The relevance of this observation is not based on the degree of cruelty of the respective crimes, but on the locations in which they take place. Fascist violence is associated with the regime through the palace, and is ignored when Titus speaks about the violent nature of the forest. I have also argued that the role of the Holocaust in Titus should not be overstated, as Richard Burt appears to do. Too great an emphasis on the Holocaust implies a disregard for the accom-plishments of the film, which besides artistic ones can be said to include a revaluation of Shakespeare’s tragedy.
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